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MEETING ROTARIANS - First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard, right, greets several Rotarians Thursday af-
ter speaking to the weekly meeting of the club. Shown with Hubbard are, left to right, C. 0. Bondurant, Dr. 0. C.
Wells and Forrest Priddy, club president.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. tee
Integrity In Government Will
Be Issue In May, Hubbard Says
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
First District Congressman Carroll
'Hubbard predicted Thursday that "The
No. 1 issue next April and May will be
integrity in state government." Hub-
bard told the weekly meeting of the
Rotary Club that "what you will hear
and read and see during the next two
months will convince you that we need
a change in Frankfort."
Hubbard, who has said he will an-
nounce for governor on Dec. 11 in
Ashland, indicated that he might wish
to return to Washington in some
capacity some day if given the chance
to serve as governor.
The representative will be in
Washington Monday to participate in
the election of the House leadership. He
said that the 96th Congress will be more
conservative than past sessions. "Even
some of the liberal senators and
congressmen will be returning and
speaking about fiscal responsibility,"
he stated.
"I really believe that you will see
Bonuses Going To New
Guard Unit Signees
..-.KankacilwAdiutaixt-Ganacaliailly-G-- -
Wellman -has announced. that Det _1,
Support Company, 1-123d Armor
located in Murray has been selected as
--one of 40 units in the Kentucky Army
'National Guard to begin paying cash
payments for enlisting or re-enlisting
persons in the Guard.
The program which can pay a new
enlistee $1500 or up to $1800 for a re-
enlistee will become effective
December 1. Also, a new enlistee may
elect to accept an educational bonus of
$2,000-in4ieu of the $1,300 cash bonus.
In making the announcement,
Wellinan explained the funds are en-
tirely federal monies and the Guard
units were selected based on
mobilization proiorities. •
For several years, Kentucky along
with most other states has had a
problem recruiting for many reasons.
When appointed as Adjutant General,
. ,_4..vsarasik-Wetimailianstia-Isia-tOploat-
to bring Kentucky from 79 per cent to
lull strength. By using new recruiting
techniques, making the public aware of
the strength problem and beginning a
reorganization of Kentucky's Army
Guard, that strength has been raised to
86 percent. In fact, Kentucky has made
recruiting gains for each of the past
nine months.
In announcing the new program.
Wellman stated "the cash bonus
coupled with state benefits granted by
the legislature should help bring our
strength picture closer to the 100 per
cent mark."
State benefits for a Guardsman in-
clude 50 per cent tuition for the college
or vocational schools, reduced license
plate fees, and a state tax credit.
For more information interested
persons should contact the National
Guard Armory, on Sunbury Circle, just
off of S. 4th St.
Meteor Sighted Here
Over Much Midwest
By The Associated Press
The six-second flash of a meteor
across the sky prompted hundreds of
calls to police stations in several states
Thursday night and sent crews looking
for fragments of rock which reportedly
fell to the ground in Kentucky, officials
said.
"We've gotten about 100 calls," said
Sgt. Robert Miles at the Indiana State
Police operations center. "Some of our
own personnel even reported seeing it.
Whatever it was, it packed a lot of
candlepower."
Sightings also 4vaere reported in
Illinois, Ohio, Tennessee, Missouri and
Michigan.
People in Merray die -rerported
seeing the flash.
"At 9:30 F,ST, a large rock entered
the atmosphere and turned in-
candescent," said a spokesman for the
National Weather Service at Louisville,
Ky.
The meteor quickly changed colors
durintits Wght,hegomPig,141iie,_
-10011 rbtanai. said faillgriOlttegoritos . t
a blue tail."
"It was like the end of the earth," one
witness said.
Nick Baldwin, a deputy sheriff in
Boone County, Ind., estimated the
meteor was about 20 miles away when
he saw it Thursday night.
"It really lit up the sky," Baldwin
said. "It got real bright and then all of a
sudden it was gone."
Aar
eases sciftif the-meteOr a3 -
being'a brilliant white of fire With
are
The meteor broke up as it passed
through the atmosphere, according to
the National Weather Service, an,'
some of the bits could have fallen to the
ground intact.
Kentucky State Police investigated
reports that portions of the meteor fell
in Shelby, Madison and Franklin
comities, but found no evidence of the
object. Officers said the Shelby County
• search could be continued today.
Professor George Swenson, an
mtronouvratthentiver9111 of InInott
Ji! 
_-..aahaudwanii /*rely ,ernme-orry dam a re.--
sure that somewhere a meteorite
'hits the grâwid every hour," he said.
more responsible action, by the
Congress and President Carter," the
representative continued. "He's been
bold enough lately to Stand up to George '
Meany and tell him that he's not run-
ning the country."
Hubbard said that he was not opposed_
to labor unions but that "the time has
come for America's leaders in the
House, Senate and White House to blow
the whistle on the elderly boss of the
AFL-CIO who does not even speak for
the thinking of the majority of .the
working people in the United States who
he attempts to represent."
In fielding questions from the
Rotarians, Hubbard touched on several
topics of national importance.
He said that. the •Secial SecuritLbill
which goei into effect Jan. I, will hit
small businessmen and employers very
hard. He predicted that it would be
amended shortly after the beginning of
,Concerning Carter's recent im-
position of voluntary voigand-price.„
guidelines, the congressrnan said that
he foresees "rigid energy conservation
meapres and rigid wage. and price
controls in the near future for the sake
of the future existence of this country."
Hubbard said that government
spending did need to be curtailed,
however, cutting back on national
defense was not the way to accomplish
that end. "We should cut back on
foreign aid to the communist-
sympathizing countries who are not our
friends, who do not vote with us in the
United Nations, and who would not be
with us in a war."
When asked about the national
defense and the volunteer Army, the
congressman said, "The volunteer
Army is not working and the day may
come when we will have to go back to
the draft:"
Three measures designed to enhance
safety to motorists and pedestrians
alike on two portions of 16th Street were
approved by the Murray Common
Council meeting in regular session
Thursday.
Approved were:
- The installation of two caution
liens along N. 16th Street, one in the
vicinity of the intersection with Olive
Street and the other near MSU's Special
Education building. The lights will be
installed at university expense and will
be maintained by the state nepartrnent
of Transportation.
- The drawing of an ordinance
lowering the speed limit on N. 16th
Street between Main and Chestnut
streets from 30 miles per hour to 25
miles per hour.
- The drafting of a resolution, to be
sent to state DOT secretary Calvin
Grayson, requesting the installation of
a traffic signal at the intersection of S.
16th and Sycamore streets.
The changes on N. 16th Street are an.
outgrowth of discussions by the joint
city-university committee, according to
council member J. D. Outland. Outland
said the requested changes are aimed
at making 16th Street safer for
pedestrians crossing the street which
runs on the west side of the university
campus.
The traffic signal at 10th and
Sycamore has been requested by the
city and turned down by DOT several
times in recent years. Mayor Melvin B.
Henley.told the council that it has been
rejected in the pasrbacriiiiii- studies by
DOT's planning division have indicated
a traffic control device is not needed at
the intersection.
The mayor said Grayson has told him
that he  mould rnnairier riverriding. the, 
recommendation of his planning
division if the council and fiscal court
indicated support for the signal at the
local level. Henley said that support for
thattatieatgaathaiwksestaitaimsad.st.-
the local level for some time, citing in
particular the safety of students going
to and from Murray High School.
Also Thursday, the council accepted
three recommendations from the
Murray Planning. Two of the recom-
mendations involved rezoning land use
from residential to business
classification and the third concerned
two currently undeveloped streets in
the Pasco Subdivision.
The council approved on first reading
orulnances rezoning the city owned
sanitation headquarters property on U.
S. 641 N. and the Edwin Robinson
property on Payne Street from
residential to business use.
The city-owned tract involves slightly
over 16 acres of land and the Robinson
parcel lies to the north of a lot at 1010
Payne and is adjacent to the site on
Chestnut on which a new post office is to
be constructed.
The council concurred with the
planning commission that both 17th
Street and Wells Street in the Pasco
Subdivision should be opened. Pasco
had requested the city to relinquish title
to portions of the deeded right-of-way
for the streets to allow further
development in the area.
In other business, the council:
- Agreed to provide a dog warden to
serve both the city and county if the
fiscal court agrees to take full
responsibility for the operation of the
dog pound.
- Accepted the resignation of Teddy.
Cohoon from the Murray Police
Department. Cohocri cited the "low pay
scale" of the MPD and the fact that he
has been offered a higher paying job as
his reasons for resigning.
- Accepted the bid of $33,550, plus
neccessary parts, from Lane Central
Supply Co. for repair of well number-
three in the Murray Water System.
- Granted the United Methodist
Advisory Board a 30-day extension on
demolition of the United Campus
nistry building on N. 15th Street
which was gutted by fire March 8, 1978.
The extension requires the UCM to
"secure the building from trespass"
and to obtain a letter from the
Methodist Conference, owners of the
building, holding the city free and clear
of any claims resulting due to the
condition of the building.
- Released Chester Engineers from
the remainder of the cil,y's federal 201
study. •
- Scheduled a meeting of the budget
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Deaths& Funerals.  10-A
Dr. Lamb 2-A
Horoscope_ 8-A
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page 4-A
Sports 5-A, 6-A, 7-A
Mostly sunny today. Highs in
the low to mid 50s. Fair tonight.
Lows in the upper 30s to low 40s.
Increasing cloudiness Saturday
with slight chance for showers.
Highs from the upper 40s to low
50s.
FROM MIR AC1E WORKER - Shown rehearsing a 4cne from the opcoingprodu_ction of the pnirers.iti itie4Irc"
lAtorrte;e4W-ilfrerwrieiko Win pia crilfirTnlf‘if
keihmandSas.ab eLL)4tiric!".-9_hict,"!b9710art*tyrrOweof-Anonie-Sellie!an,Perierrmarreek
.friliA rod 611%-ii-vi:e-eN in itie1itirvet'Y'WTh7.;fie-iirtSerrt-v.iletiP.g.F.Aei=eetiTer.-kecervat;oiri'
may be made brcalling, tire University- Theatre Box Office at 761-6797. A revieie -6( ifte.play atinears in icidav's
edition
department's annual brush pickup
program has ended and street
superintendent Ray Clark said the leaf
pickup throughout the city is continuing
at present.
Council member Martha Sammons
said that Bryan Stewart of the Reidlsuid
district office of DOT has completed a
study of city traffic flow patterns and
that a committee meeting to study the





Murray Police Department continues
its investigation today into an at-
tempted armed robbery at Fina self-
service gas station on KY 121-Bypass
Thursday night. -
The robbery attempt follows two
armed robberies here in recent days -
one at a service station on South 12th
Street and another at Murray Drive-In.
Police said an attendant at the station
reported that a tall, black, male
wearing a white T-shirt and gym shorts
walked up the service station window
about 9 p.m. and demanded cash.
Police said the attendant indicated
the man was carrying what appeared to
be. an automatic nistol.
The FobberY attempt was apparently
foiled when another vehicle pulled up to
the station, police said.
_- -
A I2-member jury Thursday con-
victed Gary "Bubba" Herndon of ar-
=led robbery -charges -and recom-
mended 12 years, a court spokesman
said today.
Herndon was charged in connection
with a holdup at Hucks market earlier
this year.
Final sentencing is expected Monday.
Two other men, Wayne Dedmond and
Danny Todd, charged also in con-
nection with the case, have entered
pleas and will be sentenced later this
month, the court spokesman said.
Todd and Dedmond pleaded guilty to
two counts of theft of a value over $100,
to an amended charge of second-degree
armed robbery, and one count of second
degree arson.
Herndon also faces armed robbery
charges in Marshall County and arson
charges here, authorities say.
The Administrative Office of the
Courts announced today that Calloviay
County will receive- an annual com-
pensation of. $17,754 for the use of
facilities for circuit and district court.
Legislation providing for a cost-
related basis of compensation was
enacted by the 1978 General Assembly..
Under ,the provisions of the act which
became effective July 1, 1978, counties
and cities providing space for the use of
the court system will be reifhbursed in
accordance with the percentage of
square feet in the existing structure
which is used by the coati system.
There are two major components in
the determination of compensation.
Calloway County will receive 44 per
cent of the total operating expenses of
the courthouse, such as utilities and
maintenance. Additionally, they will
receive a 4 per cent use allowance as an
annual return .on Capitalized ex-
penditures, which is also based on 44
per cent of the total square feet in the
existing structure. _
Parneullor the first six 'morstbr
the fiscal year_iu the osuotiat :
=kering tha.pertOdJuly4,411411 t
, December 91,- 19711,--has been made to
the Calloway County Fiscal Court.
As a part of their maternal
and newborn nursing classes,
litany 111SC student nurses
'travel in pairs to high schools
Within the Purchase-
Pennyrile and present
programs to home-ec, biology
and family living classes. ,
The programs are usually
set up over four days, ac-
cording to Linda Clark, MSU
nursing instructor and
Supervisor of the high school
education program since its
beginning six years ago. The




characteristics and care of the
newborn. venerial disease and
family planning.
Clark said the main ob-
jective of the project is to "get
to perspective parents before
they are expecting a baby and
give them information on
preparatory and prenatal
. Care." -
To facilitate their ex-
Making Wreaths
The Wesley ' Student
Fellowship is making Advent
wreaths for the pre-Christmas
season. These wreaths are,
prepared by students for
persons who wish to observe
the four Sundays before
Christmas tradition of reading
. Scriptures.
- -A limited number of these
wreaths will be available at a
cost oaf approximately $3.
Perons interested in obtaining
one should call the United'
Campus Ministry office at 753-
-4631:
planations, the student nurses
use audio-visual aids and
printed materials provided by
the Purchase-Pennyrile
Mardi of Dunes Chapter.
Fetal specimens, cord
clamps, identification
bracelets and filmstrips are
some of the materials they
use,
Clark said that the
programs increasingly in-
volve more male high school
students. At one time,
separate programs were
presented for the male and
female students, but now they
are presented to equally
fluxed classes.
Concerning the educational
programs Clark said, they
are going over too well." The
nursing department has
received so many requests for
their programs that they can't
honor all of them-.
Clark said the success of the
educatiOna1 program is
greatly due to the rapport the
college age students are able
to establish with the high
school students who are just a
few years younger.
MORE COOKED ITEMS
Be on the lookout for more
cooked chicken items in the
frozen foods section of your
favorite food store. According
to the National Broiler
Council, the growing
ownership and use of
microwave ovens is promp-
ting the industry to offer new
chicken dishes which can go
-from the freezer to the
microwas e and be ready to
put on the table in a matter of
minutes. Included will be new
and different snack items as
well as gourmet entrees, such
as fancy chicken dishes
served in restaurants.
Miss Kay Ellen Garrott,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M.
C. Garrott of Murray became
the bride of Richard Allen
Snider, son of Mrs. Wilmer
Snider of Louisville and the
late Mr. Snider, at 6:30 p.m
on Sat., Oct. 14, .at the Walnut
Street Baptist Church IL
Louisville.
Dr. Wayne Dehoney of-
ficiated at the ceremony,
which was preceded by a
program of nuptial music by
Mrs. David Leyerle, organist,
and Mrs. Paula Hood,
vocalist.
Vows were exchanged
before an altar decorated with
three wrought-iron can-
delabra holding white tapers
against a background of
mixed greenry. The unity
candle was lighted by the
couple daring the ceremony.
Hurricane lamps accented
with white satin ribbons,
marked the aisle, along which
the wedding party approached
the altar. Clusters of greenery
and ribbons marked the
family pews.
Bride's Dress -
The bride was -0-Stted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She wore a gown of
candlelight satapeau,
designed with an empire-line
bodice outlined with Venice
lace and narrow satin ribbon.
Lace capped# the bishop
sleeves and formed the deep
cuffs. Tiny self-covered
buttons closed the bodice in
the back, which was marked
with a self-bow. The skirt was
encircled at the hemline with
a deep ruffle of lace and
ribbon..
Her chapel-length mantilla
of illuaion, banded in Venice
lace, was attached to a cap of
matching ruffled lace.
r
t.° Coat of i'oor Choice v- Giant-Teddy Bear
• v-$25.00 Gift Certificate
Free Gift Wrapping& Alterations
7he Step ...eader
Bel-Air Shopping Center lirs: Mon.-Sat.





Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment




lIrs. Richurel Inlets .Itieler
She carried a teardrop
bouquet of white roses and
baby's breath.
Attending the bride as
matron of -honor was Mrs.
Gary Grogan of Frankfort.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Carol
Reid and-Mrs. Thomas Fin-
negan, cousin of the bride.
They were attired in float.,
length gowns of spice trilobal
jersey. The gowns were
fashioned with blouson waist
line, scoop necked and
featured an open slit sleeve,
with tiny bows on the shoulder
and a full circular skirt. Their
flowers were French nosegays
of Sonia roses in pastel colors.
David Leyerle of Abilene,
Texas, served as best man for
Mr. Snider. Groomsmen were
Robert Snider, the groom's
_,....bi other ---a-n-er7Atf. --yretor
Arnold. •
Candles were lighted by
Jeffrey Garrott, brother of the
bride, and Richard Snider,
Mrs. Garrott selected for
her., daughter's wedding a
sapphire green trilobal jersy
gown,- of floor-length and
fashioned with a deep cape-
collar edged with a self-ruffle.
Her corsage was a white or-
chid.
The groom's mother chose
an ashes of roses floor-length
gown of qiana, of shirt-waist
design, with elbow-length
24 Hr. Program Information 753-3314





KNOW 1 VLICY.TRIC 11%
TfiL B(X)K
Live Magpie Show Sat. 10 A.M. At Hie Chen theafre
sleeves. She also wore a white
orchid corsage.
Reception
Mr. and Mrs. 'Garrott en-




provided by Bob French at the
piano.
The buffet tables, . which
were covered with white linen
floor-length cloths, were on
either side of a circular
bride's table, which was




Miniature bridal bouquet of
fresh flowers. Silver can-
delabra. arrangements of
roses and bats breath also
decorated the table.
Later in the evening, Mr.
and Mrs. Snider left fow-.a
wedding trip to the Virgin
Islands, with • Mrs, . Snider
dress with matching - ac-
t'essories.




was held at the Anchor Inn,
Anchorage,. Saturday mor-
ning. The tables were cen-
tered with pots of triling ivy,








members of the wedding party
and out-of-town guests.
St. Leo's Women's Guild Will
have its Christmas potluck
luncheon in Gleason Hall on
Tuesday, Dec. 5 at noon.
Hostesses will be Joyce
Catherine _
Clara Pearson, Lorraine
Maggard and Claire Resig.
The business meeting will
he at I p.m. followed by a
Christmas program.
Members will receive holy
(-otrununion at the II a.m.
nass on Sunday. Dec. 3.
DEAR DR. LAMB -1 was
using Zyloprim for gout but I
had so many side effects
over the past three years
that I had to stop it. I had
dizziness, sluggishness,
depression, -rash on my
chest, low blood sugar ,and
eye irritation.
My doctor cut my dose to
200 milligrams and I gradu-
ally quit using it entirely. I
haven't used any now for
over a year but I have had
two attacks of gout. I have
also put on 10 pounds. I am 5
feet 7 and weigh 156 pounds.
I am 68 years old.
I've been reducing my
purine intake by eating only
a small serving of chicken,
fish, meat or beans once a
day. I have increased my
intake of eggs and peanut
butter. I may go on two
purine-free days per week.
This is difficult because my
wife thinks a person has to
eat meat every day at every
meal.
I tried to go back tq using
Zylopritn daily for six days
but it bfought on the side
effects again, even 50 milli-
grams every fourth day
caused trouble. It seems I'm
seasitive to Zyloprim in any
amount.
Is there any substitute for
Zyloprim and what is it?
What factors encourage the
elimination of urates in the
urine?
DEAR READER — Zy-
loprim is a fairly recent
medicine and it is a good
one. It has helped many
people with gout.
Basically, gout is caused
by an excess production of
dric acid. The excess
amount, however, is pro-
duced by an individual's own




'Homemakers club met with
Mrs. OpEil Shoemaker and
Mrs. Sylvia Puckett for the
November meeting with Mrs.
Patsy Pittman, president,
presiding.
Mrs. Iva Mae Allbritten
gave the devotion. Ten
membets answered -roll call
With an old proverb or saying.
A new member was Mrs.
Helen Claud.
-Mrs. BettrFatwelt
Pally Pittman gave a report
from the Calloway Area Day.
The president has asked each
member to bring the work
7they _bime bean—R*44w -961-
each month to the 'meetings.
An assortrr.ent" of items
brought for display. were
_skirts, shirts, pant suits,
macrame purses -and -silk -
flowers.
Mrs. Alauthe Kennerly gave
a demonstration on how to
make silk flowers and made
red roses. Mrs. Kennerly also
had a lesson on health, the
subject being "care for the
feet."
Mrs. Beth Falwell was in
charge of the recreation in the
absence of Fonda Grogan.
Games were won by Karen
Housden and Patsy Pittman.
Those present for the
meeting other than the ones
mentioned above were Dorval -
Hendon, Gayle Herndon,
Bonita Williams, Andrew
_Falwell, Grant Pittman and
Janna Herndon.
The Deeember 12th meeting
and Christmas party will be at
Beth Falwell's home.
Chicken Breasts
When cooking for one, allow
one-half chicken breast per
serving. Although breasts cost_
a little more per pound than
chicken parts, they are
meatier than other parts and
lower in calories. According to
the National Broiler Council, a
three-ounce portion of chicken
breast has only 185 calories or,







Most Downtown Merchants will be.
open Sun. 1-5. on Dec. 3-10-17.
Open Frits AMU SAO -Mew- Until-
- Christmas
uies in your diet or the uric
acid that you consume. Pur-
ines as you probably know
are related to the nuclei in
cells and that's where uric
acid comes from.
A person who is sensitive
to Zyloprim shouldn't take
any at al1.1 can't say that all
of the things that you have
mentioned have been caused'
by your Zyloprim, but cer-
tautly a number of them,
particularly the skin rash,
could be. Unfortunately, you
appear to be one of those
individuals who can't use
Zyloprim to control uric acid
and hence prevent gout.
Your doctor can give you
„medicines which increase
the elimination of uric acid
through the kidneys. That
will help some.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 2-3,
Gout, Uric Acid, to give you
more information about this
disorder. Other readers who
want- this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019. Our thinking on it has
changed a great deal in the
past two decades. That's
why a low-purine diet is




for the Murray Food Buying
Cooperative was held Wed-
nesday night at His House.
The meeting was led by John
and Vicki Griffin and Sue
Midboe.
A second meeting will be
held at 7 pin. Tuesday, Dec. 5,
in Room =I of Roy Stewart
Stadium for the purpose of
ordering food in bulk through
Eden Foods of Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Anyone interested in joining
the cooperative may contact
any of the above persons at
759-1159 or they may attend
the meeting.
of controlling gout anymore.
You should limit your pur-
ales since you can't use all
the medicines available
today. I am not so enthusias-
tic about your choice of what
to eliminate.
Among the items you
should eliminate are the or-
gan meats, specifically kid-
neys, sweetbreads and liver
(you may not miss these).
Also, you should eliminate
sardines, anchovies, cauli-
flower, mature bean seeds
which I note you're eating)
arid boulhon cubes.. You
won't get very much purine
from lean chicken breast or,
for that matter, lean red
meats eaten in reasonable
quantities.
Because heart and vascu-
lar disease is a frequent
complication of gout, it is
important for subjects-who
have gout to stay on a rea-
sonably low-fat, low-choles-
terol diet and to avoid any
obesity.
There are other things you
can do, too. Y. Can be
careful not to e r and
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takes you to the Met
for an enjoyable
experience.
All livo _o.n radio, direct from
the Metropolitan Opera House
Verdi
Dec. 21 HANSEL and GRETEL tiumperdinck
Dec. 30 ELEKTRA Strains
1979
Jan.- & TDSCA
Jan. 1/ DIALOGUES of the
CARMELITES
Jan. 20 DON PASQUALE
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PAGE 3-A THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES. Friday, December 1, 1978
Friday, December 1
Deadline . for submitting
applications to sit for the 1979
CPS Examination is today':
Applications are available
through the Murray Chapter
of The National Secretaries
Association International),
by calling Joyce Wooden at
753-4926 or 753-2758.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will have a potluck supper for
members and families at 6:30
p.m. at the lodge hall, High-
way 121 North at Johnny
Robertson Road. A Christmas
party will follow the supper.
Second night of Murray
State Intercollegiate Rodeo
will be at the Exposition
Center, College Farm Road,
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $3, $2,
and $1. A clown act will be
featured for the children.
Night Visual, Pia drive and
- discussion in search of "the
more elusive wi!dlife :of Land
Between the Lakes during the
evening hours, will start at
Center Station at 7 p.m.-.
Special events are planned
for Christmas on the farm
from Dec. 1 to 15 at Empire
Farm, Land Between the
Lakes. Hours will be from 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. each day.
Groups should preregister by
calling 924-5441 or write to
Empire Farm, Golden Pond,
Ky. 42231.
"The Miracle Worker,"
three act play of Helen
Keller's life, will be shown at 8
p.m. at 'the Murray State
University Theatre.
Admission is $3 or by season
ticket.
Saturday, December 2
Third night of Murray State
Intercollegiate Rodeo will be
at Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $3, $2, and $1. A
clown act will be featured for
the children.
Captain Wendell Oury -
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at the Holiday Inn at 1:30
p.m. with Dorothy Byrn as
hostess.
Murray State University
Women's Society will hold
open houses at 4:30 p.rw in
homes of members and the
Christmas dinner at 6:15 p.m.
in ROOM 228, Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Christmas
on the Farm at Empire Farm,
_Eagle Search at 8 a.m. at
Center Station, and Lantern
Tour of The Homeplace-1850
at 7 p.m.
- Pacers Homemakers Club
-will have a Christmas party
with husbands as guests at
6:30 p.m. at the North Branch
of the Peoples Bank. .
Golden Age Club will not
meet today but will meet Dec.
8.
Saturday, December 2
East Calloway FTC will
have a chili supper at 5:30
p.m. followed by country
4nusic show at 7 p.m. at the
'school. Admission for show
Will be $1, adult, 50 cents,
*hilt
"The Miracle Worker,"
Ntory of Helen Keller's life,
pill be presented by Murray
Kate University Theatre at 8
Toy Sale will be held at 501
North Seventh Street, Murray,
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., spon-
sored by Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Jackson Purchase
Historical Society will meet at
the Marshall County High
School Gym, Draffenville, at 6
p.m.
Pancake Breakfast,
sponsored by Hazel Woman's
Club, will be held.at the Hazel
Community Center at 7 a.m.
The cost will be $2 for all you
can eat. Public is invited. .
Muscular Dystrophy
Association and kappa Alpha'
of Murray State University
will have its first Dance-A-
Thon at 8 p.m. at Beshear
Gym, Murray State, at 8 p.m.
Fig information call 753-9075.
Alpha Mu chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha will have a
Christmas cookie sale in front
of Bright's downtown from 10
a.m.to 2:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 2
The Bluegrass CB Club will
have a potluck Christmas
supper at the clubhouse at 7
p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
**World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, December 3
Murray Art Guild will have
open house with a special
display for the Christmas
holidays from 2 to 5-p.m. The
public is invited.
Annual Christmas music
program by Chorus of Music
Department of Murray
Woman's Club, B. J. Berrill,
director, will be at 3 p.m. at
the club house. The public is
invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gibbs
will be . honored with a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding - an-
niversary from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
at the Community Room,
North Branch, Peoples Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Pleas Green
will be,honored in celebration
of their. 50th wedding an-
niversary with an open house
at their home on Route 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakss will include
Christmas on the Farm at
Empire Farm, On The Wing
field trip at Center Station at 2
p.m., and Candle Making at
The Homeplace-1850 from 1 to
--4 p.m.
Gospel singing will be held
at 2 p.m. at the Blood River
Baptist Church. The featured
quartet will be The Kings Sons
from New Mt. Carmel Church.
. Monday, December 4
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
have a Christmas program at
the home of Mrs. Frank A.
Stubblefield at 7:30 p.m.
Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. in the church
parlor.
Calloway County Retired
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276, Teachers will meet at 6 p.m.
F & AM; will meet at 7 p.m. at the Colonial House
Larry Roberts, master of the Smorgasbord. -
lodge, urges all Master
Masons to attend.
Murray Moose Lodge 2011
will have a dance at the Lodge
featuring the Barons. and
beginning at 8 p.m. All
members and their guests are
Doris McDowell, Executive
Ihrector___Keutucky.. -Board-of-
Nursing, w speak at. the
Mason Hall Nursing
Auditorium, Murray State, at/
7:30 p.m. All R.N.'s and L. p.
N. 'S are invited.
. .> , .
David G. Fitch,1).M.D -
,
announces the aliening lif his alike.%
fal. the practice of
General Dentistry 
.







Women will meet at the home




meet at 7:A5 p.m. at the
Immanuel /Lutheran Church.
For infortnation call 759:1792
or 753-9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 pan. at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets,
Murray.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is open to all
single adults over 18 years of
age.
Majestic House
Steak • Pizza 159-1114
Mon.-Sat. 11:00 a.m. to Midnight
Sunday 11:00 - 10:00
Get Ready For Our New Specials Now Through Dec. 25
PIZZAS
Small Medium Large




ALL OF OUR PIZZA ITEMS ARE PREPARED IN OUR KIT-
CHEN BY THE OWNER HIMSELF!
GYROS
Gyros Dinner





Reg. $2.45 Now 9 85
DEAR ABBY: I've got a screwball on my hands. He's a
fast-talking fellow student who, after our second date,
wanted to move in with me for what -he calls a "trial
marriage."
I told him that a real marriage in a well-lighted church
would precede any moving in. That was last week.
This week I'm getting a sales pitch worthy of Dale
Carnegie himself. This character tells me that marriage
stifles freedom; true love comes only from complete
unselfish sharing (it's my apartment); and it's the duty of
today's youth to abolish outmoded conventions.
Outmoded my foot!
To my mind a woman who does not insist on the social and
legal protection of a recorded marriage is a fool. And I can't
understand how any man could respect a girl so dumb she
wouldn't demand it.
I will welcome any &dyke you might offer, unless per-
chance you espouse trial marriages, in which case please
toss this into your wastepaper basket.
JOSIE IN NEW ALBANY, IND.
DEAR JOSIE: You don't need any advice from me. You
are a very together lady. Let that smoothie get his own
apartment and hire a maid.
DEAR ABBY: I divorced my husband a year ago, the big-
gest mistake I ever made because I still love him. I filed for
the divorce never dreaming he would let me go through with
it, but he did.
Our divorce solved nothing. It just doomed me to
loneliness, to say nothing of what it has done to our children
who miss him terribly.
Abby, I am willing to crawl, beg. anything, to get him
back, but I don't know how to go about it. Please, please help
me.
MISERABLE
DEAR MISERABLE: Don't play games. Tell hl* exactly
what you have told me. Or better yet, send him a clipping of
this column with an olive branch. You've nothing to lose but
your loneliness. Good luck.
• DEAR ABBY:I was contbmplating marriage, but now I'm
confused. A gentleman who works with me advised me not
to tie the knot until I had taken a survey of 20 married peo-
ple and asked them if they would marry the same person
they are now married to if they had it to do over again.
I took the survey, and 19 said no. Only one said yes! After
that I had a nightmare in which I called off my
wedding. Help! (I'm 20 and my fiance is 24.)
CONFUSED IN PASSAIC
DEAR CONFUSED: If you're confused for any reason,
postpone your wedding until you're head is straight. It's
much easier to tie the knot than untie it.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Knew'," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
91 and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope,
please.
Ur. i,,zf 11rs. Rub Orr
- A reception has been planned to honor Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Orr, Route 4, Murray on their fiftieth wedding anniversary.
The event will be hosted by their daughter and grand-
daughters at the North Branch Peoples Bank, 12th and Chest-
nut Street, Murray, on Sunday, Dec. 10, from 2 to 4 p.m.
The couple .was married on Dec. 8, 1928 at the Methodist
Parsonage at Hazel, by the Rev. R. H. Pigue. Their at-
tendants were Lucille Erwin Cooper, sister of the bride, and
Henry Cathcart. e
Mrs. Orr was the former Ellen Erwin, daughter of Mary
Outland Erwin and the late Emmett Erwin. Mr. Orr, the son
of the late Laura Young Orr and Ned Orr, is a retired car-
penter.
The couple has one daughter Mrs. Ronald (Maxine)
Burkeen; three granddaughters Mrs. Allen (Karen) Driskill
cif Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Alan (Marilyn) Vailes and Rhonda
Burkeen of Murray; and one great-granddaughter Shannon
Michelle Vailes.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the reception.
'E-57 De*,
Gustave Eiffel, who built
the Eiffel Tower, also
designed the right arm
of the Statue of Liberty..
At
51st Party For .B&PIV Club
Joy Waldrop, guidance Club, Mary Dowdy, vice-. husband, Larry, is in graduate •
'-tmin'ù k"'" forAhe'AWIelesitifethWar--tirilIMINeid-4;Iblesstr:. .County Elementary Schools,
spoke at' the 51st birthday
party held by the Business and
Professional Women's Club on
Thtu'iday, Nov. 17, at 6:30
p.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Waldrop spoke on the
various changes taking place
in education today, and the
recent adopted laws which
have affected the school
Joy Waldrop
-Guest Speaker
systems. She also showed a
film entitled "A Day In the
Life of Bonnie Consolo,"
which showed a lady with no
arms going about her daily
chores of washing dishes,
cooking, driving, etc.
The guest speaker received
her B. A. from Transylvania
College and her Master's
degree from Murray State
University. She and her
hesband, George Ed (Pete
Waldrop, have two children.
Mark and Julie.
Special guests for the an-
nual birthday party included
many visitors from Trigg and
Graves County.. They were
Joan Cvhite, Kentucky B&PW
Club president, Sue Mock,
president, Wanda Morris, first
vice, Betsy Taylor,- second
vice, and Paula Elnod,
treasurer, all of Trigg County
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mts. Linda Odom cif Hardin
Route 1 has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
and Louise Clark, Nelle University.
• Albritton, and Dot Parker of The committee in charge of
the Mayfield Club. . arrangements for the birthday
The Murray Club— was  _ Party was composed of Gussie
Adams, Bea Hughes,organized in 1927.
Christine Graham__ Chi ChiA new member welcomed
' was Karen Kips, employee of Stinnett, Elaine Brown, and
the Peoples Bank whose Evelyn Lockhart.
HOSPITAL
Mrs. Brenda Ttgrn_ of Atria--
- Route 1 hasTheen dismissed
from the Western Baptist
- Hospital. Paducah.
FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS
Find out for certain if your chfrnitey or
stove is coated with dangerously flammable
creosote! This offer good in Calloway Coun-
ty only!
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
159-4818




Mrsi Joel Crawford opened
her home for the November
meeting of the United
Methodist Women of the Lynn
Grove Church.
The president, Mrs. Norman
Lee, presided and told of a
number of things to be brought
up during the remainder of the
year.
Mrs. Carl Lockhart
presented the program on
"Concern." Mrs. Mary
Chambers gave the devotion
and led in prayer.
The members reported 35
visits to the sick had been
made during the month.
The group planned a visit to
the Reelfoot Lake Mission,
and discussed giving
Christmas gifts to the sick and
shutins in the neighborhood.
Mrs. Lillie Chambers from
Murray was a visitor.
Mrs. Chambers dismissed
the group with prayer.
Refreshments of spiced tea
and pumpkin bread were
served.
JAMES GOULD COZZENS
NEW YORK (AP) — James
Gould Cozzens wrote 13 novels
during his 54-year literary
career.
Cozzens, who died Aug. 9 in
Stuart, Fla., was born in
Chicago in 1903 but grew up in
Staten Island. His first novel
"Confusion" was published in
1924, when he was 21. Among
his other novels were: "S.S.
San Pedro," "Men and
Brethren," "Guard of Honor,''-
and "By Love Possessed."
He won the Pulitzer Prize
for "Guard of Honor" and the
Howells Medal for Fiction for
"By Love Possessed,"
granted by the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE










We've got what you
need for Christmas
All Types Of Gift
Certificates Available.-






Gene & Jo's Flowers
705 S. 4th Murray, 733-4320
#2,77A is" v. ro mix",





In the nearly six years that
Dr. Charles McArthur has been
here the mental health
program in Western Kentucky
has come' of age.
Dr. McArthur would be the
fir§t to deny that he alone was
the. cause of the new maturity
in our thinking about the whole
area of mental and emotional
illness and mental retardation.
Rutwe think U's fair ta say-that
he has helped us direct our new
understanding in a constructive
way that has resulted in a
modern system of care for
people with mental and
emotional problems.
It wasn't too many years ago
that psychiatry and psychology
were practiced by high-priced
specialists in big cities. Only
the wealthy could afford their
services. Everybody else went
to state mental hospitals - or
did without.
It would have been incredible
to foresee then that in 1978 a
system of care and treatment
for mental health problems
would be routinely-available to
everyone in. our area.
Through the Western Ken-
tucky Regional Mental Health-
Mental Retardation Board,
Inc., centers with full-time staf-
fs now operate in Padaah;
Mayfield, Murray, , Fulton,
Smithland, Benton and Wicklif-
fe. Substance-abuse centers,
dealing with alcoholism and
drug addiction, are operating in
Paducah and Fulton.
This is the achievement of a
number of people in our area
who have worked hard for
many years to promote public
understanding. To Dr. McAr-
thur goes credit for
Aprofessiotiat-administrative- -
and personal leadership in
establishing our modern
system and in winning public •
support for it
We're sorry to see Dr. iv(cAr-
thur and his wife Priscilla go,
but we understatid, the
challenge offered by his new
position in Arkansas and the op-
portunity offered in Little Rock
for Mrs. McArthur's
professional advancement as a
scholar of diplomatic history.
We wish them arid their two




And he said unto me, Sou of man,
stand upon thy feet, and I will speak
unto thee. - Ezekiel 2:1.
A prophet must be about the Lord's
business. So must we arise to our feet
and be prepared to do the Lord's bid-
ding.
IlEARTINE
;441seurittese te a wertetete tee seadee
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions ad solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
wered- in-these- roturatts, --vette
Headline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexaadria. Ohio 1-5381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
epvelope. The most useful replies will
lee printed in this column.
thave had Medicare since I was age 65.
tknew it paid on hospital bills, but did
. dot know, until recent17 that a wotild
pay doctor's charg_es. I have
ways kept receipts for all my medical
bills. lam now wondering if I can make
I; claim to Medicare on these bills I've
liad since age ,65. Can I? - J.R.
There is a time limit on filing claims
tp Medicare. You can file claims on
your bills that go back to Oct. 1, 1976, if
you file them before Dec. 31, 1971- For
naigical services you received between.
Ocr. 1, 1977, and Sept. 30, 1978, you
would have until Dec. 31,1979, to send in
your claim. If. you have had quite a few
medical services since Oct. 1, 1976, we
would advise you to prepare all your
claims just through Oct. 1, 1977, now,
Since you have a limited time to send
them in. Then you can wait until after
the first Of the year to subrnit all the
More recent claims. Remember to send
only copies of your receipts and never
the originals.
You should also get some literature
ithout Medicare to help you determine
iehich of your bills are for covered
*rvices. You can pick up a free copy of
Your Medicare Handbook" at any
'Social Security office. Headline also
has a booklet on Medicare that is in
easy-to-understand question and sn-
orer form. To order, send $1 75 _tn_
lieartiine;s Guide to Medicare-1979
edition, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio, 45381. Please allow
eight weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE : My husband plans to
retire at age 65. We have a daughter in
high school that we will be supporting
for another three to six yearLIAthnow_
employed and will be until she finishes
koilege. Will my husband and daughter
lie able to draw on his Social Security
ilc count even though 1 continue to
pork - R. L.
: your employment 4111 have no effect
Funny World
A 17 year old Mudenberg girl and her
family's sick collie dog disappedred on
their way to the dog's beauty parlor
;dna days ago. "I'm very married," this
missing girl's mother, Mn. Thelma
'Richmond said yesterday. _ --think
Charfotte might be hilehitkiiig .to
-itoitimit.the deg will not*Lable_lo._
- bist :_ _
au vane busisancra and daughter's
Social Security benefits. When they
make application for the benefits, be
sure that you tell Social Security that
ysiu Flew 2s/ rsispluyed and du nut
wish to receive mother's benefits at this
time.
HEAATLIAM : I am a nurse. I do not
understand why someone has not come
up with a type of medical identification
card that allows a person to record
more information than a portico*
Type,-or spe-Mr.u_i_ den
intaielll problem. I work with mostly
.older people and many of these people
haveNarry nappies mediciel_conditions.
-kbracelet giving limited information is
fine, certainly better than nothing.
However, it seems to me that a nation
that can put a man on the moon could
certainly come up with more effective
medical identification. - G.S.
There is a company that makes
available a card which has a built-in
micro-HIM frame which, when placed
under any standard micro-film reader,
displays a person's complete medical
history, including surgeg and first aid
authorization. (You do not have to give
surgery and first aid authorization if
you do not want to.)
You simply fill out a medical form
which this company sends you and
return it. They convert your medical
form to micro-film, insert it into your
own waterproof plastic card, and send
the card to you. So now, you can carry a
card which has your complete medical
history on a micro-film, including; your
physical description, name, address,
phone number, Social Security number,
your insurance companies, your.
Medicare number, your employer's
name, name and address of your
physician, persons to be notified in case
of emergency, your religion, present
medication and dose schedule,
allergies, chronic ailments, major
surgeriet present medical treatment,
shot record, blood type, and past
conditions. In addition to giving your
authorization for first aid treatment
and surgery, you* also have the option of
4 1_41.44.01W, t11.43.1' YoWilh_0_ _donate_
your kidneys, eyes or body to medical
science.
Each card is coded with your own
code number and contains a 24-hour
emergency phone number. Should
those emergency personnel attending
you not have a micro-film reader, they
can call this number coiled and within
seconds receive any information on
your micro-film record.
This service is inexpensive and
Headline recommends it to everyone.
Regardless of whether you are an older
American or a child, you should carry
something like this with you at all
times. Any nurse or doctor will agree.
?or information, write to Heartline,
- • Dept. ID., 114 Efst Dayton St., West
Alexarnhia.ahlo-43111. Include 25400-
for postage and handting-aid we-wfIl
• 
-











-Pietufed-are two loveTY pard-Freisian
kittens, about 6 weeks old. They are
playful, friendly, and will' make won-
derful house pets. Their fur is quite
long. You can see them at the Animal




pups, one black, one brown, about 3
months Old
2. two black female part labradors
collie pups, 3 months old
3. female mixed breed, light brown
and white
4. three male beagle pups. tii-color, 6
weeks old
5. adult male German shepherd,
black and brown
6. three female part shepherd pups,
black and browd, 6 months old
7. male adult part collie, tri-color
8. male red Irish setter, found on Old
Wadesboro Road, must locate owner
9. male part wire haired terrier,
brindle colored
10.- four- mixed breed pups, about '3
months old _
11. three cute part Persian kittens,
about 6 weeks old, two males, one
female
12. solid white spayed female cat,-
about -7 months old
13. four female calico cats.
14. part Persian female calico cat,
about 4 months old
15. two part Persian black and gray
tiger cats, about 4 months old, one
male,'otie teinale.
16. four female gray and black tiger
cats
17. female black adult eat------- -
18. female gray tiger striped with
white markings, about 4 months old
19. cute black male kitten, about 3
months old
20 solid gray kitten, about 3 months
old
Murray Ledger & Times
•
'lit-Amber Walter I. Apperson
f-Aitor Ft Geneelceutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is eyeballed
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ.-
mas Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. me. 4th St,
Murray, Ky 4 1 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray Ky 42071
SUBS( HIPTION RATS- In areas served oy
r 75 per mouth, payable in advance
Fly mail in ("showily County and to Renton. Hat,'
din Ma yf ;old Sedalia and Parrmnston, K ,and
Pins Buchanan and Puryear, Tri . $19.20 per
year By mail to other destinations, $39.00 per
year
member of Assoctaled Press, Kentucky PVes4
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
IThe Aseoctited Presto e ) entitled ta 
-reklifish local news originated by The Murray
-





News and aphis Dept •- =41:1-
Sunday School
Lesson
By H. C. Chile..
Based on cops righted outlines produced by the Conunittee on
the Uniform Series and used te permission
The Divine Quest
From the beginning of the Bible God
has been portrayed as One Who has
been making Himself known to in-
dividuals and teaching them, that they
are responsible to Him for their
thoughts, words, and actions.
Genesis 12:1-3
1. The Plea. Genesis 12:1.
While Abraham was living quietly in
Ur, supervising the company of ser-
vants who were loeking after his la-rge
flocks and herds, a summons came
from God, pleading with him to get out
of his native country and away from his
kindred, and tO go into a land which He
had chosen for him. God wanted to get
him away from his pagan forbears and
their worship. The call of God is always
away from a sinful manner of life. In
God's call of Abraham we see sovereign
grace in action. Abraham's call was
both "from" and "unto." It was from
the idolatry of his own land, from
felloviship with his kindred, and from
occupation with the pursuits of his
people. It was unto fellowship with God,
unto purity of worship, and unto the
purposes which had been formulated in
heaven. God wants separated and
dtnhcdted believers III every
2. The Promises. Genesis 12:2-3.
Along with that sovereign and
gracious cat from God for Abraham to
become the founder of a new nation
through which He could work out His
redemptive plan, there came an in-
valuable seven-fold promise. God
•.pielfged ititissrlf turf -of-Warn
great nation, to bless him, to make his
name great, to make him a world-wide
blessing, to bless those who blessed
Abraham, to curse any who might
curse Abraham, and through him to
bless all the families on the earth. This
divine pledge should serve as a
reminder to us that God's protecting
care is guaranteed to all of His children
who are engaged in doing His blessed
will. When we obey His commands God
delights to bless us.
Hebrews 1:1-2
Hebrews is the only book in the Bible
which commences with,the name of the
Deity. It opens with a matchless
declaration of the existence of God. At
various times and in different ways He
has revealed Himself as the God of
power, justice; holiness, truth, love,
and mercy. After speaking to people
through His work of creation and
human conscience; God spoke through
various messengers whom He has
• commissioned to be the bearers of His
will to men.
Through His Son Jesus Christ, God
revealed Himself and His perfect will.
When Christ came to reveal God to
men, they were so engrossed in their
personal affairs and so occupied with
their sins that they did not pay much
attention to the will of God, as is true of
far too many today.
When His critics spoke so con-
temptuously aboiit Him, referring to
Him as "this man," Christ said, "What
man of you having an hundred sheep, if
he lose one of them, doth not leave the
ninety and nine in the wilderness, and
go after that which is lost, until he find
it" Any, with a trace of manhood in
him, would do that.
In the Scriptures a sheep is a type or
symbol of the believer, so this parable
deals with the believer. Gbd's grief
over the backsliding of believers is
mingled with His tender love which
yearns for their return. Our Lord
pictured a shepherd leaving his flock
and searching for the one sheep which
had strayed from_ theoup_aintil he_
it back to the flock.
- He rejoiced over having recovered his
sheep and invited his fellow-shepherds
to rejoice with him. When a believer
wanders from God he, too, will be
pursued and restored, bringing great
joy to God and the one who is restored.
A thrifty housewife had tep pieces of
-tx/rtasr welt-them Rightfully
• concerned about her loss, she lighted a
candle, swept the house, and searched
diligently Until she found the lost otece
of silver: Then she invited - her neigh-
bors to rejoice with her over its
recovery. a
The candle in the parable represents
the Word of God, which is used in
searching for and finding the missing
ones, and the sweeping represents the
need of our constant cleansing to rid us
of .the rubbish which thrifts our ef-
fectiveness in-the service of our Lord.
God rejoices when a sinner repents of
his sins and believes on the Lord Jesus
as his Savior. The angels, too, rejoice
when sinners are saved. If they rejoice
without having had anything to do with
their salvation„ how much more shall
we rejoice whenave have witnessed for
Christ to the unsaved and then have the
wonderful privilege of observing them
become the children of God!
Consumer Coihment
By ROBERT F. SmPHENS
Attorney General •
Holders of credit cards, beware of
companies offering "protection" that is
already provided under the law! You
may receive or see an advertisement
concerning "insurance" for the lots of
your credit cards. At first glance, it
does not sound like a bad idea. Most of
us have insurance if our cars are stolen,
if our homes are burglarized, so why
not if our credit cards are stolen or lost?
If you-know and exercise your rights
--Iff121-Tesponsitiflities Ubiter--
there is no need to be"insured" against
your credit cards being stolen or lost.
Under section 236.13 (4) (e) (f) (h) of
Regulation Z of the Truth-in Lending
, Act, a bank cannot hold- a cardholder
responsible for unauthorized use of the
card once the card-holder has notified
the card-issuer of the loss.
Do not assume that simply because
you have reported the theft to police
your responsibility
,.
, is complete. The
cardholder should notify the , bank"
Immediately of any, loss. This
notification can either, be in written
"- form (as provided by the bank) or by
telephone, radiogram, telegram,
cablegram or other written com-
munication - • • '
hanker-does haven Fight te hold
thi -cardholder liable for up to ;SO-for.
"-•• leftiriled-use 'If : •
1) Th unauthorized use occurs
before the bank has been notified by the
cardholder;
2) The bank has given the cardholder
adequate notice of his or her potential
liability withal two years preceding
unauthorized use, and-
3) The bank has given the cardholder "
a self addressed prestamped
notification to be mailed by the car-
dholder in the event of loss.
If a bank tries to enforce liability for
unauthorized use of a credit card, then
-it--Sthe-benka meat prove-that-tt. has
complied 'with all of the above con-
ditions.
Before you buy insurance to "protect
yourself from theft or loss consider the
protection that the law already
provides, and always report the loss to
the compkny or bank that issued the
card. If you rarely use the card, and
you leave it "tucked away" at home,
check your hiding place regularly. This
will warrant against a theft that you
may not discover for several weeks or
months.
If you have questions about this law,
please call the Consumer Protection
Division on the toll-free consume_
hotline number: 1-800-372-2960. If you
have a con/tuner complaint, please
_write VI the...Office 2. the. Attorney
- General,' -Proteetion




The total rainfall for the month of
November has been recorded as 544
inches, according to John. Ed Scott,
local weather observer.
Deaths reported include the Rev. A.
R: Harris.
Donald R. Rowlett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Rowlett, and David A.
Frizzell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon
Frinell, have enlisted in the United
States Navy.
The Murray Woman's Club will
present a group of eight Madrigal
Singers from Murray State University
on Dec. 2 at the club house, according to
Mrs. Don Keller, club president.
Births reported include a girl, Stacey
Leigh, to Mr. and Mrs. Jay Michael
Bucy on Nov. 23.
Murray State University beat the
University of Texas at Arlington by the
score of 94 to 83 in Murray's opening
basketball game of the season.
20 Years Ago 4
A quiet Thanksgiving holiday
weekend was reported here by Sheriff
Cohen Stubblefield and Murray Police
Chief Charlie Mart.
The Murray Livestock report shows
slaughter steers sold for $25.10 this
week.
Year by year more women in Murray
are taking jobs in industry, challenging
the old adage, "Woman's Place Is In
The Home," according to a survey by
an agency.
Thelma McDougal and Jean Hurt
were initiated at the meeting of Murray
Star Chapter No. 133 Order of the
Eastern Star with Inez Scarbrough,
worthy matron, and George Williams,
worthy patron, Presiding.
Edwina Kirk, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, is a freshman at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
30 Years Ago
More than 275 farmers in Calloway
County have indicated that they will
take part in the rat elimination cam- -
paign next week, according to S. V..
Foy, county agent.
Deaths reported include Jess Starks,
45.
In basketball games Hickman beat
Murray Training in an overtime, Hazel
beat Puryear, Hardin beat Almo, and
Sedalia beat Kirksey. High team
scorers were Hutchins 8 for Hickman.
Jackson ti for Murray Training, Taylor
72 for Hazel, Jones 10 for Puryear,
Stress 22 for Hardin, Phillips and Miller
10 each for Almo, Cates 21 for Sedalia.
and Carson 7 for Kirksey.
CTOIS-Ifilfterworth opened-her
home for the meeting of the Lynn Grove
Homemakers Club with Mrs. Bun-
Swann and Mrs.- Vernon Butterworth
giving the lesson on "Selecting and
Buying Woolen Material." '
Showing at the. Varsity Theatre is
"Another Part of the Forest% Starring





- Today is Friday, Dec. 1, the 335th day
of 1978. There are 30 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1918, the Serbs, Croats
and Slovenes united to form the nation
of Yugoslavia.
On this date:
In 1824, an American presidential
election was turned over to the House of
Representatives after a deadlock
developed among four candidates --
John Quincy Adams, Andrew Jackson,
William Crawford and Henry Clay.
In 1878, the first telephone was in-
.stalled in the White House.
In 1944, the World War II battle for
the Saar Basin in Germany began.
In 1945, a mutual security pact was
signed by the United States and the
Chinese Nationalist government on
Formosa.
In 1965, 75 Cuban refugees were flown
to hharni by the United States,
beginning an exodus of thousands of
Cubans permitted to leave their
Communist-governed homeland.
In 1976, Jose Lopez Fortino was
Sworn in as Mexico's 60th president.
-Tett yea-itajoCep-OR by a
presidentidisstudy commission blamed
weary, harassed police for most of the
violence during the 1968 Democratic
National Convention in Chicago.
Five years ago: The founding father
of modem Israel and its first premier,
David Ben-Gurion, died in Tel Aviv at
the age of 87. •~s.
One year ago: Arab leaders opposed
to Egypt's peace overtures to Israel
convened in Tripoli, Libya, fwi,g6at.
was called a summit meeting of:
resistance.
Today's birthdays: Actress Mary
Martin is 65 years old. Comedian
Woody All., is 43. Cuban ballerina
AlIcia Markova is 66. Comedian
Richard Pryor is 96.
Thought Itis today s
-the merr-ipt riffft-16-cleilbt
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Mike Gottfried (left) was the featured speaker at the Murray High Tiger football banquet last night. Award winners, from second
from left, were: Dave lotto, outstanding defensive lineman; Mike Hibbard, outstanding defensive back; Bo Reed, outstanding of
fensive back; Kevin Wright, outstanding offensive linemen, and Jon Alexander, three-year manager. Not shown is Terry Smith
who was given the 'Senior Excellency' award.
Sports
Murray High Grid Squad
Is Honored With Banquet
Picker Tabs Miami Over 'Skins
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
If the old calendar were still
operational, the National
Football League's regular
season would be ending this
weekend with each team
playing its 14th game.
But in the first year of the
new 16-game calendar, there
are still two weekends left
after this one in which to scoop
up what's left of the Pro
Picker in this upset-riddled
season. The Picker thanks
you, commissioner, for the
extra time to get his act
together.
When you're in the kind of
trouble the Picker is, you go
for upsets to get back in the
game. So, for Week 14, he
offers four, visiting teams,
Atlanta, Detroit, Green Bay
and Pittsburgh, all listed as
underdogs, to win. Stop
laughing, please.
Last week's 5-8, not 'in-
cluding the Minnesota-Green
Bay tie, left the season mark
at 105-75 for .583.
The picks:
Falcons 21, Bengals 10
Coach Leeman Bennett has
Atlanta thinking playoffs and
Cincinnati won't stand in the
way of that target.
Lions 24, Cardinals 13
Detroit defense came of age
against Denver and Gary
Danielson should put enough
points on the board against St.
Louis.
Packers 17, Bucs 13
Tied -for first in the NFC
Central with Minnesota,
Green Bay can't afford to lose.
Tampa Bay can.
Steelers 23, Oilers 20
It won't be easy but Pitt-
sburgh should survive this
shootout in Houston, with the
Terry Bradshaw-Lynn Swann
battery the difference.
Jets 31, Colts 14
Super Bowl HI champion
Southwest, Murray Girls Are
Winners; Boys Narrowly Lose
Both area girls teams won in
junior-high basketball action
last night, while the boys
squads dropped narrow
decisions. The Southwest girls
nipped Hickman Middle 24-20,
-and tha Mar-ray -Middle-girls-
pasted Mayfield Middle 30-6.
In the- boys games, South-




20 _ . .
Lynn Cothran poured in 17
points, and Cindy Anderson
added _Hi to hell) thei-kgrs.to.
their third victory without a
loss. Southwest led at every
stop, including 18-6 at the end
of the first quarter.
Southwest — Lynn Cothran,
17; Cindy Anderson, 10;
Donna Coles, 2; Melissa
Paschall, 0; - Rhonda
McAlister, 0.
Hickman — Holder, 16;
Gilbert, 2; Spears, 2.
Hickman boys 57, Southwest
55
Jeff Butterworth scored 23
points, but it wasn't enough to
offset Hickman, which out-
scored the Lakers 18-9 in the
-final period. Pat Hicks added
10 for the Tigers, and Darren
Howard added eight.
Southwest —Jeff Elut-
terwouth, 23; Pal Hicks, 10;
Darren Howard, 8; Tracy
Carraway, 6; Chris Sheridan,
6; Billy Collins, 2; Jeff
Paschall; O.- ,
Wickman-- Childers, • 6;
'jobbat, 2; Hughes,- 10;
--Anderson, 2; Meliitree, Itr;
Johnson, 10; Mangold, 3;
Reeves, 2; Mago, 6.
Murray Middle girls 30,
Mayfield 6
Glenda Fox' 10 points paced
the Murray Middle girls to
their second consecutive
victory. Donna Rousse added
eight for the winners, who led
28-2 at the end of the this
quarter.
Murray Middle — Glenda
Fox, 12; Donna Rousse, 8;
Raysha Roberts, 4; Velvet
Jones, 4; Jill Burkeen, 2; Mel
Kelly, O.
Mayfield Middle — East 21
Nemish, 2; Galbreath, 2.
Mayfield boys 45. Murray 39
- Murray led 10-6 at the end of
the first period, but trailed 19-
16 at the half. The two teams
battled to a 28-28 tie at .the end
of three. quarters tiefore
Mayfield erupted, for 17 final-
period points.
Al Wells led die-Tigers with
10p:eds.
Murray Middle — Al Wells,
19; Tim Brown,. 5; John
Billington, 2; Bob Billington,
11; David McCuistop, 2;
Jimmy West, 0-; Jeff Owen, 0;
Steve McDougal, 0; Kxle
Evans, 0.
Mayfield — McReynolds, 2;
Darnell, 17; Hancock, 3;







Jets hold a 10-year reunion at
Shea Stadium. Won't they be
surprised by the new-edition
New York club.
Chiefs 16, Bills 13
Kansas City is tougher at
home than Buffalo is on the
road. •
Seahawks 27, Browns 17
Jim Zorn's show gets more
exciting- every week for
Seattle. He looks like a left-
handed Fran Tarkenton,
Raiders 19, Broncos 17
There is great temptation to
pick Denver and the way
Oakland has played, there is
justification as well. Unless, of
course, you've seen the way
the Broncos have played.
Rams 30, Giants 10
Now that the New York
defense has 'joined the of-
fense's season-long wildcat
strike, Los Angeles ought to be
able to name the numbers.
Dolphins 17, Redskins 14
Label this one the recovery
of Bob Griese, who should
bounce back against the
rapidly'-aging Redskins.
Cowboys 23, Patriots 17
Dallas has things in focus
now  and-heeds this oneior its
image and future referen-
ce...like Super Bowl XIII, for
example. .
Vikhzga-13, Eagles 10
Minnesota has never lost to
Philadelphia in six meetings.
No reason for them to start
now. •
'Saints 24, aers 7 •••
After those two last-second'
Losses to Atlanta, New Orleans
deserves - a• break. San
Francisco will provide it
Chargers 21, Bears 14
San Diego is tough at home















• In our modern society,
one of every ten man-hour
lost from work is due te
spinal disa hi lity, Rack pain
and other back disorders
are frequently Caused by
defects in the alignment or
in the mobility of one or
more spinal segments., the
vertebrae.
mut The
trouble'starts with an ac-
cident, a minor fall or the
subjection of the back
muscles to an excessive





Chiropractic is often able
to provide 1.-elief from back
pains by locating and
eorrectleg the misalign-




Mike Hibbard called on Tom
"Doc" Simmons one more
time last night, but this time
the senior Murray High
football player wasn't lying on
'his back.
Hibbard, who played for the
Tigers despite several
nagging injuries this season,
presented Simmons, the
Murray State .University
trainer who staffed every
Tiger game, with a gift from
the Tiger griciders during
Murray High'..s annual football
banquet at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord last night.
Hibbard was also involved
in three other awards during
the event. He, along with Bo
Reed and Dave Latto, were
recognized for their selection
as All-West Kentucky Con-
ference players. Hibbard was
'chosen at linebacker, Reed at
defensive back and Latto at
defensive lineman.
Four special awards were
presented by Murray high
coach John Hina and his staff.
Assistant coach Mark Brady
gave the "Outstanding
Offensive Lineman" award to
Kevin Wright; coach James
Pigg, the "Outstanding
Defensive Lineman" award to
Dave Latto; Jimmy Harrell,
the -Outstanding Defensive
Back" award to Mike Hib-




Dave Barr fired a 5-under-par
67 for the individual lead and
combined with Don
Halldorson to give Canada a
surprise spot at the top of the
team competition in the un-
completed first round of the
World Cup Golf Tournament.
Excellence" award to Terry
Smith. Smith was unable to
attend the banquet.
30 Tiger gridders were
awarded letters for the 1978
season. They were: David
Stephenson, Hibbard, Thomas
Kendall, Reed, Smith, Craig
Johnson, Mike Kurz, Brad
Wells, Mark Barber, Dwight
McDowell, Brad Johnson;
Latto, John Denham,
George Bell,Nick Swift, Nick
Hibbard, Albert Ball, Jon
Alexander, Kenny Davis, Alan
Warner, Rich Rollins, Kevin
Wright; Kevin Vaughn, Tim
Foster, Eddie Requarth,
Bruce Taylor, Tony Herndon,
Jeff Chadwick and Robin
Roberts.
The event began with a
dinner before the group
Mirrray Ledger & Times
listened to guest speaker Mike
Gottfried, Murray State's
head football coach.
Among other things, Got-
tfried spoke of believing in
oneself, and in having con-
fidence in your coaches and
your football program.
"My coaches and I believe
in our program at Murray
State, as I know you and your
supporters here at Murray
High do," said Gottfried. -
"We were 4-7 this season,
you (Murray High) were 4-5,
so it was a learning year for
both of es. But I• know that
Murray High and Murray
State will both get reach the
level that they want." Gott-
fried received a standing
ovation following his speech.
Hine recognized several
students and local residents
that were involved in the Tiger
football program, and Murray
High principal Roy
Weatherly, who served as host
for the program, thanked the
Booster Club for its efforts.
Special awards were
presented to the coaches by
the players, and the
cheerleaders honored the
senior members of the Tiger
squad with plaques.
The room in which the
awards ceremony was held
was filled to overflowing,
prompting Weatherly to say,:
"We're awfully glad to have
this problem of too few seats
for the people here. It sym- •
bolizes the support the Murray
High football program
receives."
Coach Jimmy Harrell (left) p6sents Mike Hibbard with the outstanding defensive back award in




These price reductions may
be applied toward your down
,p,ayment, if you choose to
finance. Bank and GMAC..
financing available.
1979 Olds Cutlass Supreme Cpe.







• .1076 Pontiac Trans Am, power &
$6995 'air, silver, 39,000 miles
1978 Pontiac Trans Am-special
edition, gold t-top. Full power &
a/c, stereo, 8,600 act. miles 
1977 Cadillac Fleetwood
Brougham, full power & a/c, Tac-
tory CB, stereo, 22,000 act. miles,
None owner. 
1977 Cadillac Sedart DeVille, full
power & a/c, stereo 30,000 act.
miles, one owner 
1977 Olds Cutlass Supreme, 4 dr.,
power Sr a/c, 18.000 actual miles,
one owner 
1977 Pontiac _Trans Mk sp_eci_ al
edition pkg., black t-top, full
power& a/c, 24,000 act. miles
r 1977 Pontiac Lemans Cpe., power













Olds - Pontiac • Cadillac
"Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"





1975 Olds Cutlass Supredie Cpe.,
power & a/e
1974 Olds Cutlas Cpe., power and
a/c






Pickup, becils.# IIJOIper top
a/c and power
1973 Olds 98 L.S. 4 dr., lull power
& a/c 
1973 Pontiac Catalina 4 dr., a/c &
power
197/ Olds nistorp Cruiser Station-
wagon, a/c,power
1969 Pontiac Firebird Cony., fully
reconditioned, collectors item.










Jerry Hopkins, Mike Outland
or Wells Puldom, Jr





That is probably the most
physical game we'll play all
year," said Calloway coach
Marianne Davis. Physical, but
also satisfying, as the Laker
girls coasted to a 63-36 victory
over Fulton City last night in
Jeffrey Gymnasium for their
fourth-straight triumph.
Calloway was never really
threatened, though it led only
13-6 at the first-quarter stop
and 30-20 at halftime.
It flexed its muscles in the
second half, running up a lead
as high as 29 points in drub-
bing the hapless Bulldogs.
Rose Ross led the Laker
girls with 19 points, though she
hit sank only four field goals.
Over half her points came at
the free-throw line, where she
hit 11 of 12.
Mina Todd and Kiln -Willie
added 17 and 13 points,
respectively, and the two
combined for 23 rebounds.
Stephanme Wyatt scored just
four points but hauled in 13
Missed shots to trail Todd by
we in that department.
were really flustered in
Plc first quarter," said Davis.
!t-And we were lucky to hit our
tree throws in the first quarter
to keep us from getting
1:?ehind."
Calloway jumped to a 6-0
lead — four of its points came
from free throws — but its
biggest advantage of the half
was only 10, 26-16 with 1:42
left, Fulton City once pulled
within three at 13-10, but the
Lakers outscored the Bulldogs
13-6 for its 10-point advantage.
Ross had 12 points by the
intermission, including an
eight-for-eight performance
from the charity stripe.
5-8 'forward Melissa Miller
started, but twisted her ankle
in the opening minutes and
rizissed the rest of the game.
"We're not the same team
without Melissa in there.
Sometimes she doesn't score a
lot of points, but she keeps us
„under control," said Smith.
injury was not
serious, however, and Davis
expects her healthy in a short
time.
Aside from Ross' per-
formance, the rest of the
Lakers hit only eight of 20 free
throws, 40 percent. "We
seemed to be unorganized at
times," said Davis. "We jast
didn't shoot well overall."
Froth the field, Calloway hit
only 22 of S8 attempts ( 38
percent).
Fulton City shot only five
free throws, hitting four, as
the Lakers held a 15-point
advantage-there.
Dawn Redden scored three
points and grabbed eight
rebounds, and Davis felt it
was one of her best games
overall. "She had an out-
standing night," Davis said.
Another player whom Davis
cited for excellency was Mimi
.Winchester, who was playing
under a handicap. "Mimi is
having to wear glasses now
while she has her -contact
'enamor ceplaced, and it is
really hampering her vision,"




Tuesday, 18-3 last season, then
to Farmington Thursday
before beginning play in the
Lakers' invitational tour-
nament Dec. 14.
Laker froeh 41, Fulton City 26
Ricky Houston scored 14
points and Dan Key hauled
down 11 rebounds to lead
Calloway to its third-straight
victory without a loss.
Key also scored nine points,
and Ricky Sheridan and
Tommy Workman added six
each as Calloway outscored
the visitors 27-12 over the final
two periods after forging a 14-
14 tie at halftime.
Fulton City — Humra, 2:
Caldwell. 12; Douglas,
Jones, 6.
Calloway — Dan ,Ke
Ricky Sheridan, 6; To
Workman, 6; Brad Miller,
Ricky Houston, 14;
Starks, 2.
Len 63, 'rhea City 36 \
fg Ego ft Ito . rb -, pf
Rose Ross • 7 1.1 12 5 4,
M•no Todd   8 - 13 7 4 14 1
Kim Willie  5 9 3 3 9 0
Stephanie Wyatt 2 7 0 2 13 3 ,.
Dawn Redden  I 9 1 5 8 0,
Renee Overbrry  1 , 4 0 1 1 0 2
Penny Overby.-. . _ . , . _ 0 0 2 2 0 1 2
LoDon Overbey... . .. . . 1 1 0 1 0 0 2
Mary Wagoner . . . . . 0 0 ' I 2 1 2 I
Mimi Winchester . . . . 0 ft 0 0 2 1 . 0
Melissa Miller   0 0 0 0 I 0 0
Totals . '  22 58 /9 32 So 12 63
Fulton City 16 o 5 2/ 36
Fulton City -- Borgato Smith 10 Renee Burton 6 Jamie Butts, 6
Regina Pearson, 6. Connie Burnett, 4, Jeanette Taylor 2 Dorlent-
Taylor. 2 Susie Broil/Ps, 0.,Ponno Cordwe71. 0
Alabama Shooting For No. 1
- By the Associated Press
Second-ranked Alabama
shoots for a chance at college
football's national cham-
ow:labia Saturday sew the
Crimson Tide tangles with
archrival Auburn in Bir-
mingham.. __
The Crimson Tide mast beat
Auburn to nail down its
seventh Southeastern Con-
ference championship in eight
years. The victory also would
propel Bear Bryant's team
into the Sugar Bowl game on
'-'---NtoWyetr-Prey•ferarallet-at
the n;tional Crown against No.
'1 Penn State, the only major
unbeaten team intheilatiun.
Seldom has so much-been at
stake for the Tide in this
season finale. If Auburn wins
or ties, it would thrust No. 11
Georgia into the SEC's Sugar
Bowl spot and send the Tide to
Houston to face Stanford in the
Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl. If
Alabama, a 15-point favoritt
wins, Georgia goes .to
Houston.
The Alabama-Auburn clash
is the headline attraction on
the final regular season
playing date, but four other
games are slated. -
Georgia entertains Peach.
*-Begivi.hownd-Ceeergia
. "nationally televised ABC)
game and Liberty Bowl-boand
Louisiana_ State takes on
Wygning with-- Tiger star
Charles Alexander only 19
yards away from becoming
the ninth man in NCAA history
to rush for 4,000 yards.
The other two games,
Miami of Florida at Florida
and Tennessee at Vanderbilt,
feature the end of coaching
eras at the two home schools.
Coach Doug Dickey was
fired at Florida Wednesday
night and will be handling the
Tators for the final time.
Coach Fred Pancoast, under
pressure since last season,
announced at mictseason that
 /163,--(i037713--134liff,-='-uncaver a tul'indli thaL maY
derbilt at the end of this year.
sellout crown of 77,000 is
4tpeeted in -Legion Field -for
the Alabama-Auburn game.
The Tide has won 16 straight
SEC games and owns a con-
ference record of 51-3 during
the last eight season. -
"It will be a typical game
with great emotion on toh
sides," says Bryant. ''I don't
think there, is any doubt that
both teams will be ready
mentally."
Tennessee and ISU are
heavily favored in their
games, Georgia is a one
touchdown choice over Tech




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Mina Todd




gor warmth of body and spirit...
When you first see these elegant Danish stoves and fireplaces you will be moved to touch
them, to feel the unique satin finish with the glowing sheen that only MORS. craftsmen
produce in cast iron. These are high quality pieces, designed for those who value ex-
cellence in style, function and safety. They will lend a friendly Scandinavian flavor to your
home that is distinctive, yet compatible with any interior decor. And they-work wonderfully
well. The precisely controlled draft features et these closed airtight units provide efficiertt
and economical burning of wood fuel while producing a maximum amount of heat. Come in
and see MORS..
DOOR OPEN
DOOR CLOSED .A FIREPLACEA STOVE MOBS( 1125
Elegantly styled, superbly crafted in cast iron it is the perfect fireplace. After enjoying the
fire in the all brick lined fire chamber, close the air tight door and it becomes an efficient
stove, Seven times more efficient than a masonary fireplace, three times more eificient
than a Franklin stove. With doors closed it burns 9 to 24 hours per load of dry hardwood.
Coati'. of healing an entire home if installed and operated according to instructions,
Heal for electric homes where heatinkbilli„can practically be, elintinals‘,.. .4'
7 different
BArlailabtottninivIr .
MAGIC NAT CHIMNEY SWEEPS
759-4878
By the Associated Press
A quick-witted auditor who
noticed a dramatic change in
betting odds in a horse race at
Waterford Park in Chester,
'W.Va., has led authorities to
have been used in six states,
the Chairman, of the West
Virginia ftarinii Commissioal.
said Thursday.
The horse entered as Born a
Great Count in the 10th race at
Waterford on Nov. 11 — and
originally listed as a 30-1,
longshot . — actually was
Baybantim, a much better
horse, according to William
Watson, Racing Commission
chairman. The horse finished
second.
There was also an entry
purporting to be Born a Great
Count in the fifth race at the
Barrington, Fairgrounds in
Great Barrington, Mass., on
Sept. 24, Watson said. But that
horse Was neither Raybantim
nor Born a Great Count.
The horse won the race,
paying $11.20 to win, $4.20 to
place and $2.80 to chow.'
"NOticidy-k-nOWS *here 13brft
a Great Count is; whether he
is alive or not." Watson said.
taybaritIM -has- -beam •
pounded at Waterford and the
FBI has, entered the in-
vestigation, Watson said.
Investigators haste been led to
possible swindles in Kentucky,
Ohio, Michigan and Illinois, he
said.
Nobody has been arrested in
the Waterford Park case, but
the Racing Commission has
suspended the license of David
Wilkerson of Chester, a
trainer and horse owner who




Murray High boys (I-0) vs Tilghman; home,
preliminary, p.m. A:
Calloway County boys (14) virBallard Memorial,
LaCenter, Ky.
..Registration for Murray-Calloway County Parks Dept.
Youth Basketball; for boys, girls in grades 4 through 8;
registrations runs through Monday; entry forms
available at Parks Office, lOth & Payne streets; more
information, 753-7640.
Saturday
Murray State men vs Kansas; Lawrence, Kan.
Murray State women vs Louisville at Louisville.
Sunday
Calloway County Athletic Booster Club, December
meeting; 2 pan., high school cafeteria.
Monday
Murray High girls basketball (0-01 vs Fulton County,
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played these days in Los
Angeles.
And guess what? UCLA isn't
the only team that's playing it.
Southern Cal, long a _
secondclass citizen in town
while UCLA's mighty Brtuns
ruled through the years,
certainly appears to be a first-
class outfit this season.
The Trojans lookesl every
bit as good as ;Their 12th-
ranked national standing
Thursday night as they opened
their season with an 88-80
victory over the tough
Houston Cougars.
"We played about as hard as
we could,P said Houston
Coach Guy Lewis. "USC has
an Outstanding team with lots
of talent and it's certainly no
disgrace to lose to them. Their
players came through with
some great games."
One of them was Cliff
Robinson, who scored 28
points and grabbed 14
rebounds. Another was Steve
Smith, who came off the bench
to score 22 points for the
winners.
"Cliff Robinson had a very
good game," noted Southern
Cal Coach Bob Boyd. "He's a
standout player. He has a
tremendous future ahead of
him if he keeps working at his
game."
More immediately con-
cerned with Southern Cal's
future this year, Boyd added:
"We have good players and
we'll have a very good team.
I'm excited and I thought our
crowd was excited tonight,
too."
Only. two other ranked
teams were in action Thur-
sday night and both won No.
8 Michigan beating Central




-sophomore who led the
Pacific-10 Conference in
scoring last season, had his
outstanding game despite
playing with a sprained finger
on his left hand.
The Cougars held a 48-47
'halftime lead and the game
was close nearly all the way.
The Trojans pulled away to a
75-64 lead Midway through the
second half behind their
leading scorer and Houston
wasn't closer than five points
after that.
Sophomore Mike McGee




Michigan center who missed
all of last year with a bad
knee, returned to form with 25
points for the Wolverines.
"We have two stars here
now instead of just one," said
Michigan Coach Johnny Orr;
referring to McGee and
Hubbard. "But they com-
plement each other well, don't
they'?"
Bill Cartwright scored 28
points, grabbed 14 rebounds
and collected six assists to
lead San Francisco over
California.
Elsewhere, Murray Brown
scored 21 points to pace
Florida State over Western
Kentucky 70-59.
Dixieland Center, Murray Orel
TWINE
REGENT VPO — Thane exclusive luxurious HYDRA
knit two ply lambswool In an automatic machine
wash and dry sweater. Full fashioned ,iaddle shoulder
pullover model with V-necIL 100% lambswool.
Yellow, ruby red, claret, dark green, cambridge, blue
heather, navy, barley, natural, walnut, brown.

























Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
Mounted 8( Balanced Including All Tax
Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
Studded Snow Tires Also
National Mud & Snow Tires 4 Ply Polyester
G78-15—$39.60 Total Price & Balanced Including All Tax
H78-15-342.00 Total Price Mounted& Balanced Including All Tax




Emblem 4 Ply Polyester
414 & Truck Tires
B.F. Goodrich▪ T.A. Radials MOSTRemington Wide Prude
Gumbo Wide Mudders ANY





























Christmas Gift far Pickups' 4 x _ _



















































































Murrey,High assistant coach Mark Brady shores a lough with the dud.eme during the Tigers'
football banquet last night. In background is head coach John Nina.
Thursday Basketball, Standings
By the Associated Press
EAST
Boston Coll 63, Bentley 79
Bowling Green 63, Cornell 69
Concord 63, W.Va St. 81
Dartinouth 76, Holy Cross 71
Florida 96, Ohio U 61
Harrgyton 96. District of Columbia 82
Hofstra 77, West Chester 89
Michigan 87, Central Michigan 76
Rhode Island 85, Stonehill 57
Siena 70. Buffalo 51 .
Toledo 64, Ohio St. 56
flOUTH
Centenary 113, LaTourneau 73
Georgia Col 81, Piedmont 61
Mississippi State 116, South Alabama 78
New Orleans 76. Northern Ill. 111 SOT
N.C.-Wilmington 92, Stetaon 82
NE Louisiana 72. NW Louisiana 115
Samford II, Southwestern-Texas 60
Vail Of West Liberty 13
,• -71111DWE21
Athletes ifrAction 14. Cincinnati 77
'Emporia 67, Ottawa 75
Gonzaga 70, Layola Mart/mount 55
Michigan 87, Central Michigan 78
NE Oklahoma 63, Oklahoma Baptist 60
Oklahoma State 57,Mawait 52
SW Missouri 73, Mo. Southern 59
SW Oklahoma 12, Oklahoma Christian 79
SOUTHWEST
Louisiana College 76, Sam Houston State
58
Texas Christian 97, Trinity 55
Trinity 97, Texas ,Christlan 55
Tulsa 67, North Texas St 80
WEST
Montana 85. Carroll, Mont. 41
FAR WEST
N Arizona 85, Midwestern 67
Oregon Tech 90, Pacific, Ore. 72
Portland 71, Portland St. 70
Martin's 84, Pacific Lutheran 13, OT
San Francisco 76, California 67
Southern Cal 88, Houston 80




Cal-Riverside 104, LaVerne 62
Claremont-Mudd 96, Cal Baptist 94.2 OT
•Redlands 82, Fresno Pacific 77. OT
KyHIgbSeboela
Boys
Christian Co 66 Clarksville Tenn 51
Errunence 42 Ky Country Day 40 -
Lynch 76 Red Bird 57
Girls
Ballard 53 Floyd Cent 41
Anderson Co 49 Washington Co 47
Casey Co 46 Lincoln Co 45
Clay Co 56 Cawood 48
Cumberland 62 fetcher 33
Cumberland Co 71 Ganiallel 49
East Carter 56 Greenup.Co 47
Eubank 46 Ky Deaf School 23
Franklin-Simpson 55 Fordsville 45
Hancock Co 73 Cloverport 18
Henry Co 80 Gallatin Co 35
Knott Co Cent 64 MC. Napier 46
Leslie Co 80 Bell Co 61
Leo Bryan Sta 52 Shelby Co 38
Madisonville 68 'Hopkinsvilie 67
Marion Co 47 Bardstown 31
Meade Co 64 lanesville, Ind 10
Newport 58 Bishop Brossart 23
North Hardin 77 Hart Co 65
Barth Bethlehem 50 Evangel 26
Wham Co 78 Bullltt Cent 52
Paris 85 Leo Tales Creek it
Warren Fiat 55 Todd Cent
Trimble Co 52 Carroll Co 43
Ballard Mem 68 Carlisle Co 65
'owes 66 Farmington 25 •
Hickman Co 49 Mayfield 45












I can help you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I can simplify lite
business of getting settled. Help you begin to enjoy-your
new town . .. good shopping, local attractions, mmunity
opportunities
. And ow basket is NAl of useful to -please ;Mir
family.
Take a break from unpacking and cafIrne.




By The Associated Press
American Coafereace
But
.W L. T Pct, PF
New England 10 3 0 780319. 
Miami 8 5 0 615 310
N.Y Jets 7 6 0 .538254
Baltimore 5 $ 0 .385 198
Buffalo 4 9 0 .308 247
Central
Pittsburgh 11 2 0
Houston 9 4 0
Cleveland 7 6 0
Cincinnati 1 12 0
West
Oakland 8 5 0
Deriver 8 5 0
Seattle 7 6 0
San Diego 6 7 9


















Dallas 9 4 0 692 306 178
Washington 8 ; 0 615 246 233
Philadelphia 8 5 0 615 210 186
N V Giants 5 8 0 385 227 251
St Louis 4 9 0 306 185 244
Central
Minnesota 7 5 1 .577 232
Green Bay 7 5 1 .577 218
Tampa Bay 5 8 0 .315 221
Detroit 5 8 0 385190. 
Chicago 5 8 0 386218. 
West
Ion Angeles 10 3 0 .718 245 114
Atlanta 8 5 0 .615 189 lfit
New Orleans 5 8 0 3E 221 254
Sim Francisco 1 12 0 .077 181 290
Women Racers Survive First
Half, Rally To Nip East Tenn.
JOHNSON CITY, Penn. —1C
was free throws that best it
before, so it was only just that
free throws should prove the
difference for the Murray
State women's basketball
team.
The Racers overcame a 40-
25 halftime deficit to defeat
East Tennessee 73-71 last
night for their second victory
in three tries.
The Buccaneers shot 18
more times from the free
throw line, but hit only 17 of 31,
compared to the Racers' 11 of
13. That eased the pain of a
defeat by Vanderbilt last
week, in which Murray out-
scored the Commodores by 10
--points from the field but still
lost.
"It was a great comeback,
especially since we won," said
Murray coach Jean, referring
to the Vandy game. Her team
made up 17 points in the final
four minutes of the game only
to lose.
Sophomore Laura Lynn led
all scorers with 24 points,
hitting on 10 of 14 attempts.
Guard Cindy Barris, who
scored 24 against Vanderbilt,
continued her scoring ram-
page with 20 points. Barris hit
on eight of 19 field-goal tries
and all four of her free-throw
attempts,
Laura Lynn
10 of 14 Shii-ofing
Kings Win Again, Now 12-8;
Davis Spurs Suns' Triumph
By the Associated Press
What's right with the
Kansas City Kings and what's
wrong with the Denver
Nuggets?
With about one-quarter of
the season gone in the
National Basketball
Association, the Kings, wbo
finished in a tie for fifth place
in the Midwest Division last
season, have to be considered
the league's most pleasant
surprise while the Nuggets,
defending Midwest cham-
pions, have to be rated as one
of the biggest disap-
pointments.
The revitalized Kings im-
proved their record to 12-8
Thursday night, beating the
floundering Boston Celtics 108-
94 and increased their Mid-
west lead to 31/2 games over
Medial Basketball Association
207 Al A Glance
217 By The Associated Press
219 Easters C,isiderence
251 Atlantic Divialoa









W L T Ph s GF GA
Atlanta 15 7 2 32 104 75
N.Y Islanders 14 3 4 32 M 65
N.Y Rangers 13 4 4 30 87 53
Philadelphia 12 8 4 28 73 66
•Smythe Divisisa
Chicago 8 8 5 21 67 75
/ Vancouver 9 19 2 20 80 90
St. Louis 5 16 4 14 77 119
.Colorado 4 15 5 13 67 111
Wales Confereace
Adams DIvielen
Boston 13 4 5 31 95 68
Toronto 12 4 28 81 69
Buffalo 111 6 72 66, 59
lihnoesota - 21. 15 83
Norris' Melaka
Montreal 15 6 2 2 2 64
Los Angeles 10 9 2 32
Philadelphia 13
Washington 15 .7
New Jersey 13 10
New York 12 12
Boston 5 16
Central Division
Atlanta 12 9 .571
Houston 10 10
San Antonio 10 11 .476
New Orleans 10 14 417
Detroit 8 14 .364
Cleveland 7 15 318
." Walken Conference
ladassat Division
Kansas City 12 • . .100
Denver WI 13 , .65
Indiana
Milwaukee 11 IS .E0
Chicago S 14, .123
Penile Masks
Seattle 16_2. .763
Phoenix - 17 7 .701
Los Angeles 16 7 .II2
Portland 13 le .555
62 71 Portland Ilk Clereland27Detroit 
6 16 6 IS 71 71 • Kamm City 1011. Boatort%Pliwbox gh 14-1373-15-71 -1115— New Orleans III, Denver 1 05Washington 5 14 4 14 04 102 Pisani: 119, Detroit 109
„Thursday's Games Houston 113, San Diego 104Boston 4, Buffalo 3
Friday's GeniesPhiladelphia 3, .St. Lows 0 
SEEM at Boston
Washington at New Orleans
Indiana at Milwaukee
Diana at Denver
New Jersey at Golden State
Amnia at LogrAngeles
Sakseday's Game.
Wm Orions at Atlanta
Portland at New York
Milwaukee at Cleveland
itoston at Indiana
Karam City at Washington
Seattle at Philadelphia
Denver at San 10,onio
Houston at Chicago
&idea State at Phoenix
Detroit at San Diego
Sunda y's Ga































GM4en Slate 12 445 .
• -18m-l5egi '-11 151 -7Yr-"
Thursday'.
AMMON IIM New Celt 96, OT - 









Dr. Roger N. Carstensen
'One of America's Premiere Bib1-e-Teb-Th• ers was
featured on N8C Radio "Art of Living"
Sun: 10:45 a.m. and 6 to 8 p.m.
Mon. & Tues:
Breakfast 7 to 8 a.m. '








Ky. lake Oil Co  
I
Shoemaker Seed Co. 
3211 I;
M.F.A. Ins. 2e
Harpole Groc. & Hardware 26
Paradise Kennels 23 25
Astro Car Wash 
Key 
Carson Auto SI Elec 22
East if Grocery n
194, 22




Harpole Groc.& 'Hardware 579
Ky. Lake OH Co.  571
m.F,A,IIInsGH TEAM GAME cHC)
788
780
R17.tike Oil Co   756
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC>
M.F.A Ins .
Skiernaker Seed Co  164,
Ky Lake Oil Cs  141-
HIGH TEAM Main NC
M.F.A. Ins 
East Y Grocery .....








HIGH Erma an 
210
Sonbth • - -
-Marie (lark 159






tots Smith .   171 .
Carrdyn Pyla  140
Pat Scott
Ann Green 1115
Margret Morton 10 '







Nuggets lost a 111-105 decision
- to the New Orleans Jazz, their
ninth setback in 10 games,
dropping their overall record
to 10-n.
In other NBA games, the
Portland Trail Blazers edged
the Cleveland Cavaliers 98-97,
the Phoenix Suns overcame
the Detroit Pistons 119-109, the.
Atlanta Hawks outlasted the
New York Knicks 102-96 in
overtime and the Huston
Rockets downed the San Diego
Clippers 113-104.
The Kings' reserves helped
break open the game, keying a
28-12 spurt that began late in
the third quarter and ended
with Kansas City leading 89-73
with 7:18 left in the game.
Ford added 16 points for
Kansas City while Boston's
Billy Knight led all scorers
with 22 points.
Jazz 111, Nuggets 105
New Orleans built a 19-point
first-half lead, then withstood
a second-half Denver
comeback in beating the
Nuggets.
- Pete Maravich paced the
le Groc. & Hardware 
Jazz with 28 points and James
McElroy scored 20. David
Thompson and Charlie Scott
each had 22 points for the
Nuggets.
Suns 119, Pistons 109
Paul Westphal scored 21
points in the second half,
Walter Davis contributed 20
and Alvan Adams collected 15
as Phoenix rallied from a 17-
point halftime deficit and
overtook Detroit. Westphal
finished with 29 points, Davis
had 26 and Adams tallied 21.
Hawks 102, Knicks 96, OT
Eddie Johnson's layup with
1:07 left in overtime broke a
96-96 tie, then Atlanta added
the final four points on free
throws in handing the Knicks
OAr third loss in three nights.
Rockets 113, Clippers 104
Calvin Murphy scored 16 of
his game-high 29 points in the
final period and Rick Barry
collected 27 points, sparking
Houston's victory over San
Diego. Nick Weatherspoon led
the Clippers with 22 points and
rookie Freeman Williams had
a pro career high of 19. --
Senior center Jackie Mounts
pumped in 16 points and led
the Racers in rebounds with
nine.
The lead changed hands
frequently in the early
minutes of the game, but East
Tennessee owned it until
Murray eventually evened the
score with 71-all with two
minutes left.
Barris was fouled, and hit
the eventual winning free
throws with 59 seconds left.
Both teams had opportunities
to score more, but the final
minute was a scramble for
possession of the ball.
"Our full-court pressure
worked for us again, and we
were able to make them turn
the ball over," said Smith.
"We did it against Vanderbilt,
and I felt we could do against
East Tennessee, too."
East Tennessee defeated the
Murray women 79-66 last
season with basically the
same squad, and Smith
pointed to that result as an
indication of her team's im-
provement. -We're much
quicker, and that's what
makes our press work."
That 15-point halftime lead
by the Buccaneers was din
mainly to the Racers' poor
shooting. They hit on only 12 of
40 attempts for 30 percent, but
bounced back to sink 55
percent of their tries in the
second.
Point-guard 'Marla Kelsch
added seven points for
Murray, a position Barris
played last season. "Playing
that position really cuts down
on your opportunities of
scoring. Cindy (Barris)
played there last year, -11164-
now she's scoring a lot of
'points this year on the wing."
Murray travels to Louisville
to face the Cardinals Saturday
in a 5:15 p.m. contest.
Louisville defeated the Racers
twice last year, 60-47 and 72-
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Peoples Bank money market certificatts are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have--a--6 month maturity {182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more.
Interest is compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is subject to
change at maturity. This 8.99% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now
through December 6.
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF







3 months s1,000 5.5% 5.653%
1 or 2 years $1,000 6.0% 6.183%
21/2 or 3 years $1,000 6.5% 6.715%
&years $1,000 125% 1.518%
6 years $1,000 7.80% 1.787%
8 or 10 years $1,000
7.75% ----•8.11679:
.t. -....
PWeral law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to for-
ftkiture of 90 days interest and the reductLon of the remaining interest to the passbook rate.
cm' E OPL9JBANK
MURRAY 6 KY.
. . • Member FDIC •
•
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money out of any discussions
with loved ones, and the night
goes well.
LIBRA .11.4n(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)-
sow's the time to revise
creative work. Home should
be the center for en-
tertainment in the p.m., but
avoid emotional con-
frontations with loved ones.
SCORPIO
cOct. 23 to Nov. 21) In'
Think twice before making
that purchase. You're able to
express yourself effectively,
so limit the conversation- to
things you truly care about.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec, 21 ) ref
Communication with a-loved
one makes you feel better
It 's Still
\„,.,.,
Ak Vrtf l'iori bite
ti Youth Concert tcrbe presented
be the special guests at the
tZ Ilk 
. To Order Thitt el by the Murray State
I; V'a. 
Ch risl Ina% 1,)11rt rail. . ft) University Choir, professor
24 Robert Baar, conduptor,g til Monday: Dec. 4 at 9:15 a.m. inP Lovett Auditorium. , -
‘; ti ' The choir will sing music of
I;4 all periods, including con-
Call . For An Appointment Today, ti temproary, and will feature
special Christmas selections.
Photography By The concert is the third this
r" ,a year in the series of youth
fig fi concerts presented annually
rid CURTIS & MAYS STUDIO, 4
Tig
the Murray Woman's Club in
by the Music Department of
21 conjunction . with the
14 304 Main St. , • ,'7t3,7360 $ Department of Music at
txl Murray, Ky., - , Hrs. 9 a.ni.-5i001xm.. ,q,4 Murray State.
ajt . r-Tbarinath7.1er-vreteririve W.....- .
- ..." - ,31rtatizizatuzaztagi tt, tc,‘ rAy„,-.4 ti .ti iiiitt,.12., 12,ftriLitua-s. mg attend the ni.....,_orning c.oaert._ -





says he will continue his fight
against inflation even if it
cods him a second tent' as
president, some key gover-
nment officials have said he
probably can't get re-elected
in 1980 if he doesn't deal with
the problem.
"I would maintain the fight
against inflation," Carter said
Thursday when asked what he
ould do if he had to make a
choice. "I believe it's exactly
what the American people
want."
However, two key officials
hive said Carter's chances of
re-election probably depend'
on his success in controlling
inflation, which_ is now stuck
at 10 percent, the , worst it's
been in four years.
"Politically, it is essential
he lick the problem of in-
flation," Carter's chief in-
flation adviser, Alfred Kahn,
said Wednesday in a speech.-
"He can't get re-elected
unless he deals with inflation,
arid-therefore he has to be
serious," Chairman G.
William Miller of the Federal
Reserve Board told a
congressional committee
recently.
Both Kahn and Miller were
appointed to their posts by
Carter.
Carter acknowledged at his
news conference Thursday
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local Interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, areasfoLlows
Industrial Average  + 719
Air Products 2414 +64
American 'Motors  Ps tete
Ashland Oil MN +46
American Telephone 61 -+-ti.*
Bonanza • 5B 53i.A
Chrysler  .... 964 +
Ford Motor 4074
G.A  F  1264 -64
General Care 116.8 126.A
General Dynamics........... 77 +91.
General Motors 5964 -44
General Tire art. +41





Quaker Oats  23 +54
Tappan 964 -Si
Wal-Mart  
Wendys   -236. 24
that his efforts to reduce in-
flation by slowing government
spending and pushing up in-
terest rates could put an even
bigger drag on the economy in
1979 than his administration
has admitted previously.
He said economic growth
could drop below 3 percent -
a level that surely would in-
crease unemployment above
the current 5.8 percent of the
labor force - but repeated
earlier assurances that a
serious economic down-turn is
unlikely.
-We don't anticipate a
recession or depression next
year," he said.
A large number of
prominent private economists
have said Carter's anti-
inflation program virtually
guarantees a recession in 1979.
But -administration
economists had maintained
until very recently that the
economy should grow at a
minimum of about 3 percent,
and possibly higher, with little
impact on unemployment.
The economy has been
growing at a rate of 3.75
percent so far in 1978. The
administration argues that
slower economic growth is
needed next year to take
pressure off prices, which
- have more than doubled in the
past 11 years.
"I think we will be suc-
cessful in leveling off the rate
of inflation and then in




Diets het not worked, the ) 'o-yo" effeet makes then
a waste of effort leaving the dieter a ith the same or
more weight than before.
YOU HAVE TRIED EVERYTHING? -
YOU HAVE NOT TRIED BEHAVORIAL
MODIFICATION!
A NEW APPROACH!
A series of classes will be sponsored by HEALTH IN-
DL'STRIFS of Murray.
•












We-Appreciate Your Business Downtown Murray
 .4WINNWIF 
SECURITY FEDERAL
Pays The Highest Interest Rates
Allowed By Law
Need We Say More
Security Federal I sl
Savings (F. toot) Assocratian 759-1234
1
General Tire Union Employees
Under Court Order To End Strike
MAYFIELD, Ky Al',1 - Uruon
employees of the General Tire &
Rubber Co. were under court order to
return to work today after five arrests
which followed reports of alleged
vandalism Thursday .
David Herndon, vice president of the
United Rubber Workers Local 665, said
Thursday night that a temporary
restraining order and a return to work
order had been issued by U.S. Metric'
Court.
Herndon said he had ordered the
union members to return to work
Early reports today, however, in-
dicated that some union members had
failed to report for work on the mid-
night shift.
Union officials said the strike
unauthorized work stoppage, not
sanctioned by the union.
Officials at the plant declined im-
mediate comment.
resulted from a dispute regarding Police said . those arrested were
payment during a power outage at the Seldon Gibbs, 43, Boaz, and Lawrence
plant. , Snyder, 30, Kirksey, both charged with
State police said they kept units on disorderly conduct; Joe B. Kimball, 33,
duty at the plant throughout Thursday, Mayfield, charged with driving under'
but reported no further disturbances the influence of alcohol, and Howard
after the arrests. Ray Darnell, 35, and Thomas L. Willett,
Ramey Holmes, treasurer of the 33, both of Mayfield, both charged with
local, said the walkout was an public intoxication. .
TVA Votes To Drop Its Adjustment Clause
The board of directors of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority voted Thur-
sday to eliminate the controversial fuel
adjustment charge on electric bills and
instead incorporate those charges in
the basic power charges.
The action came during a lengthy
session at TVA's National Fertilizer
Development Center in Muscle 'Shoals,
Ala. -
The board's vote to do away' with the
fuel adjustor clause came after a series
of seven public hearings throughout the
TVA region last week. TVA chairman
S. David Freeman said results of those
meetings showed that the "public is
unanimously opposed" to the fuel
adjustor clause.
Elimination of the fuel adjustor
clause will not, however, lower utility
tills according to N. B. "Nat" Hughes,
manager of power for TVA:He said the
costs, instead, will simply be computed
into the regular electricity charges.
The fuel adjustor currently varies
from month to month and is a pass-
through rate which reflects the price















Offer Good Thru Month of Dec.
Murray , Ky.
753-9381
supplemental electricity from other
utilities.
General Manager Named
Also this week, Freeman and
Director Richard M. Freeman, no
relation, announced the appointment of
Ikon E. Ring, a vice president of ARO
Inc., at Tullahoma, Tenn., as TVA's
new general manager.
Ring, 45, succeeds R. Lynn Seeber,
who at age 51 took early retirement last
March as TVA's chief operating
executive. TVA, the nation's largest
utility, has customers in seven states.
Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, DECEM-
BER 2, 1978 .
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES
[ Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 igrair---4
In dealing with advisers in
the a.m., make sure you un-
derstand all the particulars
before arriving at a decision.
Self-discipline leads to career
gains.
TAURUS
Apr. 2( to May 20) ti
Go over the facts yourself in
business dealings and also
consult with experts. Then, let
no one sway you from your
decision. about yourself. A careful
GEMINI examination of your budget
( May 21 to June 20) U should,find you with leftover
If you have been kidding money to spend.
yourself or someone else, now . CAPRICORN
is the time for honest corn- (Dee. 22 to Jan. 19) v4)
munication. Clarify what is Meditation will eliminate
real and what is rot. confusion and secure peace of
CANCER mix), A close ally wants to
June 21 to July 22140F cs--, help you with a problem or
Romance and partnership knows someone who can,
matters fare well till the late AQUARIUS •
p.m., when it may become a Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)'
question of where to spend the Be careful in monetary
night. Be realistic about a dealings with 'friends. Some
work situation: time by yourself will alleviate
LEO - health worries and-or nervous
1July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/Zit-a-% tension.
Even, though it's the PISCES
weekend., yw're still able to (Feb. 19. to Mar. 20)
x
come up with money-making Attending a 3-arty with one
ideas rework. Don't jump to who is close will lead to better
conclusions in a romantic relationships with others. If
situation, anyone is jealous, you'll find
VIRGO nn if, out now.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)”,"
Realistic thinking.is needed






YOU BORN TODAY are
more diplomatic than the
typical Sagittarian. Your
sensitivity to other's feelings
make you able to get along
Ili with many, and you always
have a sympathetic ear for
friends who have problems.
You work well in partnership,
24 and for your best career
24 successes always stress the
• cooperative spirit. You should
have an occupation that
measures up to your ideals.
• You can succeed 'as a-teacher,
el physician, dancer, poet,
author, interior decorator,
and singer. You don't function
at your best in an atmosphere
• of dissension.







Students in fifth and sixth




from 1 to 5 PM
-5* • 0.1 •• • • • or




This annual event is looked forward to by many West Kentuckians as a pleasurable start to the busy
hristmas season. If you have never attended our Open louse before, we invite-you to de so this year.
Acquaint yourself with the most complete assortment of tne very latest in Christmas ornaments,
arrangements, novelties, dried and silk flowers. This year we offer beautifully arranged Christmas trim-
mings. Decorated door swags, brooms, wreaths and table arrangements, which always make a nice gift.
We have things too that you can use to "do it yourself"...create your own originals.
You, Your Family and Friends are invited to visit our facilities and our fabulous Christmas Workshop
Make your visit complete. See it at The Wild Raspberry...where Christmas begins.
O 1.9





& CRAFTS THAT ARE
HAND ?ICU EOR YOU
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V 30 - Dally Omdt
"46- T"I -11 :1111 - Fah. Fennel
r' " :3° -16v atv -1°"*"12:00-Not fudge
12: 30-Cor 54
1:00- left 's Collie
1:30-Dennis
2:00- 2.0,6 & J...,
300- Boxing
Wapner
5:00-Pop Goes Hie Co.
5:30- Nash. Mimic






10:30- Sat. Night Lire
12:00- Movie
WTVF-5















5:30- Hee New Honeys j
6:00- liee Hon
7:00 - Fat Abort












































































/ :00 - loner
7:30 - Carter Co.












230 _ porter Weeping
























12:00 -limns I Ans.
















7:30- Day of Disc.

















- e ar700 Battist
8:00-NFL
10:45-News




















































































10:30- Face the Nation





























10:30 - Faanly Food
11:00-Edge of Night
11:30-Ryan's Hope




3:30 - letter of the
Planets








10:30 - Family Feed
1 1:60- $70,660 PYY•el•
id
Ii :341-4101111 Hope
12:00- AI My Child.
1:00-One Life
2:00-Gen. Hospital


















11:00 - Amer. Alive
11:30-NOON















8:00- Mornings on 5
8:30-Joker's Wild
.9:00- All in the Fare
9:30-Price is Right




11:30- Search for Tom.
12:00 - Tel Hie Truth
12:30-World Yorns
1:30--Guiding light

















10 Vall, f F : - ee o or.
11:00- A mer. Alive
12:00-News ' 
.Li"- DI" of  °".













6:00- Breakfast Show -
7:00-News
8:00-Copt. Kangaroo
9:00- All in the Fern.
9:30-Price is Right
10:30-Love of Life10:55-News




































































TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
7:uo- Happy Days
7:30- Laverne t Shirley
8:00-Three's Company
8:30-Taxi











7:30- Laverne 1, Shirley







































TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY .
WNGE-2












































6:30 - Moppet Show
7:00 - Rudolph -
Crosby














11:30-- Dorsky t Hutch
12.30-PTE Choi











10.30 - Starsky 1 Hutch
WSM-4
7:00 Project UFO
8-00 - Quincy •••••••••.2100
9:00 - Devid Cassidy





























TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
VINGE-2
















/:00 Dif f 'root Strokes
7.30 Who's Watching
the Kids
IS -Very ot Xmas
. %al-- Merlins,*






G.ffie7- Xmas On Sesame
St. -
100- Denny Thomas
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Friday, Dec. 1
..8 p.m. NPR Reetuil Hall
Live performances of the




10 a.m. Folk Festival U..S.A.
Une Renaissance Gulturelle -
The Festival des Deux Mondes
'78.
7 p.m. Earplay Original
works from " some of
America's foremost writers
adapted for radio drama.
10 p.m. Backroads
Progressive country,





program of sacred and
secular compositions for
organ with commentary.
3 p.m. Toscanini The music
of Rossini, Bizet, Paganini,
Waldteufel and von Weber. An
interview with noted wrestler
Antonino Rocca.
Monday, Dec. 4
6 a.m. FM In The A.M.
-Three hours of adult con-
temporary music along with
news.
9 a.m, Options "Lesbian
Custody Cases" A report on
Focus
Highlights
The "Focus" program on
Murray State University's
Channel 11 airs at 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.









Mayor Melvin Henley -
Discusses community issues
and welcomes calls from
viewers
Tuesday, December 5
Gene Garfield - Political
Scientist
Wally Swann - "Word
Power- with Christmas
Words •
DECA students from Benton
Vocational School to discuss
Muscular Dystrophy
Wednesday, December &
Mike Cohen - Book Review
from the English Departinent
WSB - DECA
Dr. Burke - History in
Perspective
Thursday, DecembiliT -
Dr. Thompson - Economics
Department






Pet of the Week
Dr. Bill Fletcher -
Discusses "Adjective Specific
Intensity" in the-Dutch
language. He presented the
paper at a conference several
week ago.
what happens to the children
after a homosexual marriage
ends up m the divorce courts-
12 Noon Radio Reader We
begin reading a new book by
Lowell Thomas, So Long Until
Tomorrow. Heard Monday-
Friday at noon and 5:30.
Tuesday, Dec. 5
9 a.m. Options "Dorothy
Fields" A biegraphical look at
the lady who wrote such
Broadway hits as "On The
Sunny Side Of The Street,
"I'm In The Mood For Love"
and many morZ,
8 p.m. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra Debussy: La Mer &
Prelude to Mallarme's The
Afternoon of a Faun; Mahler:
Symphony No. 1 in D.
Wednesday, Dec. 6
9 a.m. Options "Galileo" Fr.
William A. Wallace, professor
of history and the philosophy
of science at Catholic
University, Raymond J.
Seiger, a psychiatrist, and
.Dudley Shapir,' a member of
the Commission on the History
and Philosophy of Science
discuss the life and- work of
Galileo with Anna Aandahl.
8 p.m. New York Philter-
monk Schubert: Rosamunde
Overture and Esc pts;
Strauss: Four Last gs ;
Schubert: Symp ,No. 5;
Strauss: Final Scent from
Salome.
Thursday, Dec. 7
9 a.m. Options "Vampires"
8 p.m. Jazz Revisited
"Small Groups from Big
Bands"
10 p.m. Nightflight Four-
hour's of commercial free
album music heard Tuesday-
Friday.
Friday, Dec. 8
Options In Education 9 a.m.
Horses Another Story For Wilcox
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - It's a
safe bet that Larry Wilcox
would rather make a living on
horseback than on a motor-
cycle.
He does own three motor-
cycles and drives another one
on the popular NBC series
CHiPs."
Horses . are another Story.
A Review
He owns seven, wants to raise
more, and spends his
weekends participating in
amateur rodeos. Recently, his
skills were put to a test on
"CHiPs."
"We had a rodeo- episode,"
said Wilcox. "The crew knew I
rode' and roped. They were







directing debut with the
Murray State Theatre to a _
standing ovation. In fact,
during the entire play there
was a positive audience
response to his extremely
effective, thoroughly
professional, beautifully acted
production of The Miracle
Worker. This play is based on
the true story of a teacher,
Annie Sullivan, who brings a
deaf and blind child, Helen




play, Malinauskas was in total
control of his production,
including the basic concept,
the pacing, the acting, the
setting and blocking, the
lighting, and the costumes.
Malinauskas wisely avoided
the temptation to indulge in
excessive 'bathos or morbid
- sensationalism. Instead he
depicted the story with a
convincing emotional honesty.
The taut, disciplined pacing of
the ' play, with its carefully
conceived and executed
emotional dynamics, helped to
convey this honesty.
Malinauskas got excellent
performances from"- all the
well-cast actors - major as
well as' minor. Liseikan
Johnston really convinced this
reviewer that she was deaf
and blind. Annie Sullivan was
extellently - pm ti dyed -by--
Sarah Coller, who ctun-
municated her determination
to succeed in a seemingly
impossible task. Johnny
Cannon in the role of the
exasperated father gave a
perceptive performenee:v-As -
the emotional mother, Karen
Riter gave the best per-
formance this reviewer has'
ever seen her give. Bryon
rLunCHOOLcH mEnu 
The menus for the various
lunchrooms in the city and
county schools for the week of
Dec. 4-8 have been released by.
Glinda Jeffrey, foods
supervisor for Murray City,




MURRAY HIGH - Monday
- chicken and dumplings,
barbequed beef sandwich,
hamburger, - chili and sand-
wich; Tuesday - chuckwagon
steak, pizza, hamburger, soup
and sandwich; Wednesday -
fried chicken, ham sandwich,
chili and sandwich; Thursday
- roast beef sandwich, tacos,
hamburger, soup and sand-
wich; Friday - chicken fried
steak, 'submarine, ham-
burger, and sandwich. A
variety of fruits, vegetables
and salads, and a salad bar
are featured each day.
MURRAY MIDDLE
salad, tacos with
trimmings; Tuesday - pizza,
salad, hot dogs and corn




-.fries; Friday - pion, salad,
chili with pimento cheese
sandwich and crackers. A
-variety of -'-and
vegetables are served daily.
rARTIM andITOBF1RISON,
Wilda) - hot dog,
creamed potatoes, peaches,
cookie; Tuesday, spaghetti.
tossed Salad, fruit jello, french
bread, cookie; Wednesday -
chili, pimento cheese sand-
wich, carrot sticks, apple;
Thursday - hamburger,.
french fries, mixed fruit,
cookie; Friday - chicken and
dumplings, green peas,
buttered carrots, cranberry




submarines, chicken pot pie;
Tuesday - hamburgers, chili
dogs, ravioli; Wednesday;
hamburger, vegetable beef
soup, grilled cheese; Thur-
sday - hamburger, taco
salad, batter fish; Friday _-
hamburger, lasagna, corn
dogs. A variety of salads.
vegetables, bread, desserts,
Ice cream, milk, iced tea,
lemonade, and an open salad
bar are served each day. . --
EAST, NORTH, and
SOUTHWEST - Monday -
hamburger or grilled cheese;
Tuesday -- hot dog or bar•-
beque sandwich: Wednesday
- hamburger or spaghetti;
Thursday' - hot dog or sub-
marine; Friday - hamburgei
or batter fish. Milk and a
oar-lain," 'of fruitS:' vegetables,
and -cioaseeta ariii.aessied each
day.
Norsworthy came across quite,
effectively as the cynical older
brother. Even the minor roles
were well played: Debbie
Wachal as the maid, Kathleen
Stockton as aunt Ev, Riis.spo
Jones as the manager .of the
asylum for the blind, Mike
Butwell as Percy, the boy
whom Annie. uses to win over
Helen, and the little blind girls
at the asylum.
Malinauskas effectively
used the imaginative setting
designed by Jerry Frank,
which was an innovative
combination of the
representational and
could rib me." He grinned and
added, "That's a great way to
make a living."
Wilcox, virtually raised on
horseback in Rawlins, Wyo.,
also' plays western outlaw
Emmett Dalton in the four-
hour NBC movie "Raid on
Coffeyvffle." The movie,
produced and directed by Dan
Curtis, recounts the attempt
by theDalton Gang in 1892 to
simultaneously rob two banks
in Coffeyville, Kan.
Would he rather be doing a
western series? Wilcox has no
complaints. Without
hesitation, he replied, 'I'd
rather be doing something -
successful, and `CfliPs' is
successful."
"CHiPs," which also stars
Erik Estrada. and Robert
Pine, is one of NBC's most _
consistently popular series.
Last year, it helped save. the
network from total em-
barrassment in the ratings.
It is the first show since
"Highway Patrol" 23 years -
ago authorized to use the
badge and seal of the
California Highway Patrol.
Wilcox said that since the
'ATio-the-dTi-ecftr,rf _
fectively employed the
creative lighting concept of
James I. Schempp to point up
action in the play., -
Sue Hill, costume director,
integrated her appropriate
attractive costumes into the
structure of the play by
allowing the colors and
designs to symbolize in the
Scenes the relationships
between the character in-
volved. -
All in all, Malinauskas'
splendid professional
production of The Miracle
Worker at the MSU theatre is
well worth attending tonight
'or Saturday.
nonrepresentational to allow series began a year ago,
for -maximimr-fizt_idifil • of ii...spidiotisat tolofirlheiri =•
way Patrol have doubled.
"In the past, there was the
connotation that policemen
were pigs," said Wilcox, "but
here are two semi-idealistic
officers. I don't mean to sound
pompous, but kids are looking
up to them. Even older people
are seeing policemen as
human beings, and that's one
of the facets we try to stress."
The series has changed
from its first year, when it was
played more for comedy than
adventure. NBC and MGM
brought in Cy Chermak as
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Funeral services for Carl A.
Davis of 809 Hurt St., Murray,
will be held at 1 p.m. Saturday
at the Waters Funeral Chapel
in Baldwyn, Miss., with burial
to follow in the Prentiss
Memorial Gardens in Bald-,.
wyn.
Pallbearers will be T.
Charles Gower, Howard
Hopkins, Archie Frost, Harold
Burns, James Nanney and
Billy Hopkins. The Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home of
Murray has charge of the
arrangements.
Davis, 87, died at 2 p.m.
Wednesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
had resided in Murray for the
past six years and was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church in Baldwyn.
His wife, Mrs. Mamie Houston
T.Iiavis, died Oct. 24, 1977.
He is survived by two,
daughters, Mrs. Sper,rill
(Lucile) Outland of Route 5,
Murray, and Mrs. LaVerne
McCarthy of Kenner, La.; one
son, Paul L. Davis of
Oklahoma City; two sisters,
Mrs.---Jeannette Felker of
Baton Rouge, La., and Mrs.
Winnie Wheeler of Jackson,
Miss.; seven grandchildren
and six great-grandchildren.
Funeral services for Victor
Thorn of Dexter were held at 2
p.m. today at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Brother Henry Hargis and
Brother James Garland of-
ficiating. Oneida White and
the Hazel Baptist Church
Services for James W.
Knight, 57, Big Sandy, Tenn.,
who died Thursday at Henry
County Hospital in Paris, will
be 2 p.m. Saturday at Hazel
Baptist Church in Hazel.
Miller Funeral Home in
Hazel is in charge of
arrangements. And friends
may call today at 1 p.m.
Formerly of Hazel, the
deceased was principal at Big
Sandy High School and served
on the Benton County Board of
Education. He also taught
school in Illinois for a number
of years.
A veteran of World War II
and the Korean conflict,
Knight was a member of
Hazel Masonic Lodge of VFW
and was a member of Big
Sandy Baptist Church.
Bro. John Segree and Bro.
Paul Beazy will officiate the
funeral Saturday with burial
in Hazel Cemetery.
Pallbearers include Joe
Stewart, Paul Scherer, _John
Lower, Jay Cowell, David
Knight and Elmore Price.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Waltraud Knight of
Big Sandy, Tenn., his mother,
Mrs. Mary Yarbrough Knight
of Benton.
A daughter, Barbara Knight
of Big Sandy and a son, James
Knight Jr. of East Cape, Ill.,
survive. Two sisters survive,
Mrs. fkrtha Gordon. Benton,
Mrs. Mabel Wilcox, Clear-
water. Fla. Two brothers, Ed
Knight, Hazel, and Bracey
Knight Jr. of Murray and a
grandchild, Jamey .Knight,
survive also. .
Charles Herman,. 81, of
Route 1, Almo, died at 5A0
p.m. Wednesday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was born Oct. 7, 1897, in
Wayne County, Okla., to
Charles Herman and Emma
Houmard Herman. He was a
veteran of World War I and
was a retired employee of
Royal Crown Cola in Akron,
Ohio.
Survivors are a brother,
Alfred Hensler of Route 1,
Almo.
The funeral will be at 1 p.m.
Monday at the Hennessy
Bagnoli Funeral Home in
Talmadge, Ohio. Burial will
be in the Hillside Memorial
Park in Akron. The Max
Churchill Funeral Home has
charge of the local
arrangements.
Arrangements were in-
complete early today at Miller City, Ill.
Funeral Home in Hazel for
Wilford Warfield, 81, a Hazel
resident who died Thursday
night at a nursing. home gt
Possum Trot.
Friends of Mr. Warfield
may call at the funeral home
today at 4 p.m.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Gertrude Warfield of
Hazel. He leaves one
daughter, Mrs. Laverne Peck
of Kuttawa, and two sons,- Lucretia Thompson will Church will have a gospel rresent Concert
James -Warfield of Crossette, The church choir, directed sing, i 'tove—To Tell The singing from 2 to 4 p.m.
Ark., and Leon Warfield of by IWO Robertson with Story„" This . Sunday is the Sunday, Dec. 3. The featured The Baptist Student Union
Kuttawa. Ricky Cunningham as pianist, church's Building Fund Day. quartet will be The King's Choir of Murray State
Two stepdaughters, Mrs. will sing "How Long Has It The youth choir will meet at Sons from New Mount Car- University will present a
Willie Hildreth and Mrs. Beer,." The Sunday School 5:30 p.m. for practice and will mel. concert at-the Cherry Corner
Genena Gray, Eddy,ville, hour will follow at 10:30 a.m.. sing in the evening service. There will also be other Baptist Church at 7 p.m.
Funeral services for Mi
Evin Allen of 206 South 151.1
St., Murray, will be at 2 p.m
Saturday at the Max Churchi.1
Funeral Home with the Rev /
R. J. Burpoe officiatint.
Burial will be in the West Fork
Cemetery.
Mrs. Allen, 63, died at 5 pni.
Wednesday at Vanderbilt
Hospital in Nashville: She was
the widow of Robert Tillman











Haven Veros, Murray, and
Mrs. L. E. Outland, Stella;
two. stepsisters, Mrs. Birdie
Garland, Illinois, and Mrs.
Children and adults will find
a holiday delight in a morning
of theatrisal antics presented
by Murray-Calloway Com-
munity Theatre when The
Thieving Magpies hit the
stage this Saturday morning,
Dec. 2, at 10 a.m.
This will be the third show in
a series of live plays for
children presented the first
Saturday of every month.
Audiences have been sur-
prised to see the Magpies up
on the little stage creating
their original stories right
before their eyes. Many un-
suspecting young people come
to the theatre only to find
themselves acting in the show
before the hour quickly
passes.
Richard Valentine, Jane
Bailey, Rich Simon, Dana
Silcox and Joe Jackson at the
piano make up the merry
company that performs
unrehearsed (though not
unprepared ) theatre. What—
sister-in-law, Mrs. Faye'Lawson Williamson
Barrow, Lynn Grove; two To Give Sermonbrothers, Thomas Barrow and .i
Glen Barrow, both of Detroit; . At Sinking Springand two stepbrothers, Jack
Compton, Dover, Tenn., and
Bernard Compton, Granite
The Rev. Daniel Tdcker,
pastor, will speak at the
regular worship service at




will speak at both the 11 a.m.
and 7 p.m. services on Sunday
at the Sinking Springs Baptist
Church. Sunday School begins
at 10 a.m. and church training
at 6 p.m.
The, adult choir will sing
"Take My Life," under the
direction of Tommy Scott,
with Mrs. Scott at the piano
and Judy Hughes at the organ.
Jim Neale will serve as the
deacon of the week and will
assist in the morning service.
Choir were in charge of the Mr. Knight was preceiath rteill in three grandchildren and eight eMrie..._$eryjpes Volunteer ourlf-.TY,F9I-kerl!
- -- _
Cesilog•sm,- - _ Mrs Ruth Warren.
Pallbearers were George '
Loins Dunn, J. D. Dunn, Leroy
Bennett. Hughes Bennett,
Edward Thorn and Ike Dunn.
Thorn, 71, died Tuesday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Thorn is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Pearl Dunn Thorn,
Dexter; one daughter, Mrs,
Adolphus Sheridan, Route 1,
Hazel; seven sons. Marvin of
Murray. Charles, Don and
Ronald .of Chicago. III., Dale
and Bobby of Dexter, and
Wayne. „Route 7, Murray;
three sisters; Mrs. I.yda
Powell, Union City, Tenn.,
Mrs. Selmer Powell, Flora,
Ill., and Mrs. Molene Bennet,
Hazel; two brothers, Milton.
and-- Ted,
Evansville, Ind.; 21 grand-




Final rites for Ray Jackson,
Route 1, Almo, who died
Monday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in Murray,
were Wednesday at Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church with Rev Glenn Elliot
and Rev. Julian Warren of-
ficiating. '
Burial was a femple Hill
Cemetery with Max Churchill
Funeral Home in Murray in
charge of arrangements. •
Joe Dan Taylor, Dwain
Redden, Tom Padgett, Glen
Dale Bell. Alfred Jones, Gary
Jones, Mark Ramsey and
Johnny Smith served as
pallbearers.
r The deceased is survived by
.fits wife, Mrs. Alma Lee
Jackson; two daughters, Mrs.
Barbara Ramsey, Route 8,
Murray, and Mrs. Danny
Schoffstall, Evansville, Ind.;
two sons, Joel D. Jackson,
Route I. 'Almo, and Jerry L.
Jackson, Route 1, Dexter; a
sister, Mrs. John Ed Lovett,
Route I. Hardin; and 13
grandchildren and two great-
grandchildren,
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COMP A Ms'
results is a loose, freewheeling
hour of music, laughter and
wide-eyed amazement.
Admission for the show is as
unique as the show itself:
General admission is $1.50 but
adults accompanied by a child
get in free. The Community
Theatre encourages the entire
family to take a break from
Saturday Cartoons and take in
the fun and excitement of live
theatre.
This Saturday's show should
be a wonderful prelude to the
annual Christmas Parade.
The Magpies plan to perform
The Twelve Days .of Christ-
mas as they have never been
seen before. They'll answer
the musical question "White
Christmas" as well as extoll
the virtues of getting a hip-
potomus for Christmas.
A different form of theatre
for the Magpies will be in-





' Silently, the action tells the
tale of an t,oymaker
and 'jerk-jack-in-the-box' in
love with a_ disco-dancing
ballerina doll.
A special appearance by
Stay Snowflake herself will
highlight the hour. Her flaky
performance in other cities
has inspired critics to hail,
"Turn on the sun lamps!"
The Thieving Magpies invite
you to join them Saturday
10:00 a.m, at the Cheri Movie
Theatre on Chestnut. For
more information phone 759-
1752.
Gospel Singing Set
At Blood River Church
The Blood River Baptist
sRee4.1... sillts<1e_ 
- gist/Mg:





Upiversity Choral groups will
sing on Sunday afternoon,
December 3. The concert will
begin at 4 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of the Annex of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Complex.
Prof. Robert K. Baer,
director fo the groups an-
nounced that the Chamber-
Choir will sing "Lo,, How A
Rose E'er Blooming" by Hugo
Lhstler; and "Regina Coeli"
by Mozart. Following this the
M.S.U. Chorus Will sing the
"Christmas Oratorio" by
Camille Saint-Saens, which
will feature Mrs. Maxine
.Clark as the accompanist and
thirteen student-soloists.
The M.S.U. Choir, which has
toured Europe on several
occasions, will close the__
concert with five selections
from early 16th Century to





The public is cordially in-
vited to attend.
Federal-slate Market New Service
Pwcbase Area Hog tegMarketer —
Report laehalos 7 Brying Stations
Raesipts: TA rot 710 Barroihs
Gib Moody, to lame Saws mostly
UstritilMelba. ...... 75-0.00
US Meftlailka. $47.50-47 /5
Psi Chi, the national honor
fraternity in psychology, is
sponsoring a panel discussion
on Julian Jaynes' con-
troversial book "Origin of
Consciousness and the Break-
down of the Bicameral Mind."
The discussion will be
Monday, Dec. 4 in Room 240,
Second floor of the Special
Education Building on .the
Murray State University
campus.
Dr. Frank Kodnian, faculty
advisor of Psi Chi will serve as
moderator and discussants
include Dr. Thomas Posey,
psychology, Dr. Wally Swann,
English, Dr. John Adams,
English, Dr. Richard Steiger,
English, Dr. Hughie Lawson,
history, and Rev. Fred
Morgan of the United Campus
Ministry. •
The public is invited and
there will be no charge for the The Murray Art Guild will
discussion. hold its annual Christmas
Open House from 2 to, 5 p.m.
Sunday at the Guild location,
102 N. Sixth St.
Artists' paintings will be
hung on the walls. A
spokesman for the Guild said
that refreshments will be
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, FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Forty Kentucky Army
Rati on a I Guard units will
begin paying cash bonuses for
persons enlisting or re-
enlisting in the Guard,
Adjutant General Billy
Wellman said Thursday.
New enlistees would be paid
$1,500, and re-enlistees could
receive up to $1,800, effective
today.
A new enlistee can elect to
accept an educational bonus of
*,000 in lieu of the $1,500 cash
bonus. "The cash bonus
coupled with state benefits
granted by the Legislature
should bring our strength
picture closer to the 100
percent mark," Wellman said.
When appointed adjutant
general a year ago-, Wellman
soid his top priority was to
bring. Kentucky from 79
percent to full strength. The
guard is now at 86 percent of
its capacity.
The ubiquitous American
hamburger will be available
to tourists visiting the 1,200-
MOM Cairo Marriott Hotel
when a branch of the Roy
Rogers fastfood chain opens in







PUTTING ON SNOW CHAINS WITHOUTA JACK
Lay out chain flat and straight behind car. Cross-chain
hooks should face up and, with reinforced chains, lugs
should taco up so they'll contact road.
3 Drive car !onward until applier is 
back to its starting point;
the chain will now be wrapped around the tire.
•
el Gather chains behind wheel attach end inks on spring
4 steel chain applier and slip applier onto the tire.
4Remove applier, fasten inner lock first and then.,nto 
outer lock into the proper links for a rhos, snug 
,
PUTTING ON TIRE CHAINS didn't faze Grandpa and shouldn't faze you. Do it once and you'll find it's no big deal, You'll quickly
become able to Install them at the drop of a hake and it you don't want to jack up your car, follow the above Popular Mechanics
photo-instructions. Then, when the first snowstorm hits, you won't have to push the panic button.
Special Election
Set To Fill Seat
Of Larry Hopkins
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
A special election will be held
in early January to fill the
state Senate seat left vacant
by the election of Republican
Larry Hopkins of Lexington to
Congress, according to Gov.
Julian CarrolL
p,,,bturfoloosfpk.,4fiftv 
that it probably would not be
possible to call for the election
earlier because of the
necessary statutory
procedure.
Gary Auxier, Carroll's press
secretary, said Carroll spoke
with Hopkins by, telephone
Monday.
Carroll told Hopkins a
special election could not be
held until the holiday period,
because of a legal
requirement that the Fayette -
County sheriff be notified at
least 15 days in advance of a -
special election, Auxier said.
He-said that because of the
awkwardness of holding an
election during the holidays,
the governor was convinced-it
would be better ti schedule it
early in January.
Hopkins had told Carroll in a ,
letter last Week that his
-eleetion- Represen- -
ta tiv e , and resulting com-
mitments in Washington,
would limit the amount of time
he cotild spend at a special
sessibn.
In the letter, the 6th District
Republican told Carroll he
Would resign his state senate
seat if assured a special
election would be held to
replace him before the special
session.
Orlon is a fiber useful for
awnings and curtains because
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Snow Chains Can Help Make
Going In The Snow Much Easier
Old Gramps never heard
about radial tires, studs, all-
weather - all-season - sticky-
rubber or any other new
fangled anti-snow - ice gizmo.
He just put on his chains and
went. Chains can't be'beat for
pulling and stopping ac-
cording to new tests made by
the National Safety Council
for the Safe Winter Driving
League. The NSC says they're
as vicious as clawing tigers
when they attack ice or snow
and rate number one against
all other anti-snow - ice
fighters.
Tire chains get their wicked
grip from 12 or 13 cross chains
link reinforced with a bar or
lug, and it's this type that
gives the best bite of all.
The lugs are what really dig
into the snow and ice. On dry
pavement with your chains on,
it's the lugs or bars that
contact the surface, and they
have to wear away completely
before the links of cross chains
even begin to wear. *) they
cost a little more. than stan-
dard or twist-link types, but
longer life and better - bite
make them worth it.
A pair of chains for the drive
wheels runs between $20 and
$40, depending on tire size - the
larger the tire, the greater the
that run across, the treads_ number of links required and
(like radial plies) every hence the higher price.
several inches. The best of Slightly cheaper than steel-
these cross chains have each link chains are plastic traction
treads. They're not as ef-
fective as steel, but they're
lightweight, easier to handle
and quiet on dry
pavement. Both types





ST. CLOUD, Minn. ( AP ,
It was a combination
Thanksgiving-double birthdec
party celebration at the home
of Michael and Susan Weirens.
The birthday parties were
for the Weirens' son, Adam,
and Adam's grand-uncle.
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A newly formed legislative
program review committee is





chairman Rep. Buddy Adams,
0-Bowling Green, warned that
just because a subject is
raised for possible inquiry by
the committee doesn't mean
there is anything wrong with
The Program Review and
Investigation Committee was
created by the 1978 General
.Assembly to determine if
programs approved by the
Legislature are being ruts
efficiently and within the
legislative intent.
At its meeting Thursday, the
committee directed its staff to
take- an initial look at the
Kentucky Employees'
Deferred Compensation
System and its management
contract with an Oklahoma
.firm, the Bureau for the Blind,
-'Vat-of-itate highway con-
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t API —
Jefferson Cokinty Police will
not ride motorcycles any
more, County Judge Mitch
McConnell and Police Chief
Edgar -Butch" Helm have
announced.
The catalyst for the
decision, announced Wed-
y, was the death of Ken
y, a county motorcycle
withparar' of' P
McConnell said he and Helm Legislative Research Corn-




The staff is to report back to
the committee with recom-
mendations on whether the
areas warrant a full-scale
investigation.
Adams said an investigation
may only serve to publicize a'
worthwhile program that is
not doing much to publicize
He pointed to the tobacco
cancer research fund, which
takes one-half cent of the state
cigarette tax.
Sen. Pat McCuiston, 0-
Pembroke, who is a member
of the board overseeing the
fund, defended the research
.being done and disagreedthat
much of it was being done at
out-of-state universities,
However, Rep. Jim Bruce.
D-Hopkinsville, said, "I 'would
still like to know what they are
acomplishing."
The four areas of concern
were raised by members of
the committee. •
. Two of the requests were
hastily written by hand during
the meeting to meet guidelines
adopted earlier that require
all requests for an in-
vestigation to be in writing.
The committee also adopted
a guideline that provides for
an initial study by its staff
before it votes on whether to
proceed with an investigation.
Other programs or agencies
mentioned as possible areas of
review by the committee were
the Crime Victims Com-
pensation Board, the - Ken-
tucky State Racing Com-
mission, excessive out-of-state
travel by state employees, and
the maintenance of state
in the hospital when he
4ecided to order a review of
r/Solice use of motorcycles. A
Import two weeks later showed
Ow° patrolmen including Nally
died been killed, one per-
tOanetitly disabled and 17
Others seriously injured in the
post five years.
.51imens
% 50 ‘fOi.) DOI'S T THINK
I'M PERFECT, HUH?
Steg had been hired as
assistant director in charge of
the program review com-
mission staff.
Steg, who will' begin stork
Dec. 15_, „formerly, headed the
program review section of the
Florida Department-- .-fif
Human Resources.
COMMITTEE MEETS — Newly elec'ted members of the Murray Middle School Title I Advisory Covimittee metrecently to hear a description of the program by Audrey Brown, Title I reading teacher. Members of the committeeare: (from left) Robert Hopkins, Eli Ale‘ander, Bill Outland. Margaret Franklin, Pat Jackson, Elaine Adams, BerniceGrogan and Mrs. Broviiii. Absent when photo was made were Mrs. Pat Holt and LaVerda Johnson. The elementarysChool Title I Advisory councils also met with the reading teachers .from Carter and Robertson Schools, GlendaRoo, and Martha Fenton. Newly elected as members of the Elementary Schools Advisory Committee are: KittyBanks. stephanie Parker, Janie Myers, Linda Ford, Mary Bartlett, Ruth Doughaday, Annette Schroader and CarolynBomar alternate.
Photo by Kaye Peebles
Some Legislators Say Assembly
May Adjourn Session In Hurry
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
General Assembly may meet
Dec. 11 and adjourn the
special session without taking,
major action, according to
some state legislators.
One legislative leader said
Gov. Julian Carroll is
-leaning toward" calling a
second special session in
January, to deal with issues,
including.- tax cuts and a'
reduction of traffic fines, in
the call for the Dec. 11 session.
Adjourning the . special
session'— called Nov. 17 by Lt.
Gov, Thelma Stovall while she
was serving as acting
-garnminti -Ica-L-one-7-atif===-
=S:sed earlier this
week at a meeting Of the
Democratic leaders of the
House and Senate.
Some of the leaders
discussed the meeting in in-
terviews with The Paducah
Sun,, which published their
comments Thursday.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo, -
House speaker pro tern, said
most of the leaders who at-





tended the meeting Monday
"are leaning heavily" toward
recommending adjournment
to their colleagues if Carroll
agrees to schedule a second
special session to begin in
Jannuary.
• "It is very unlikely that
committees and the
Legislative ' Research Com-
mission will be able to gear
themselves and do the
necessary research and study
by Dec. 11,- said Sen. Tom
Garrett, D-Paducah, Senate
majority floor leader.
Garrett said it would be
senseless for the 1,egi!latiire.
.10,- 74LIB----Stallitit.
estimated as high as $17,000 a
day, if it is not properly
prepared to deal with tax cuts
and tother proposals included
in Mrs. .StoVall's call for a
Dec. 11 session.
4 second special session, if
that alternative were selected,
-se)Uld begin around Jan. 15,
Garrett said.
' There has been speculation
that the Legislature would
meet Dec. 11 and, after
organizing, recess until early
next .year. Such an
arrangement would give
committees and the LRC time
to gather and study' additional
information to deal with the
issues in the call.
But a legal entanglement
discovered later would
require that lawmakers be
paid their $125 daily pay
during the recess.
Garrett and other members
of the leadership said they are
not in favor of legislators
being paid during a prolonged
Hearing Slated
LONDON, Ky. (API — A
hearing was scheduled today
in U.S. District Court on
Jericol Mining Co.'s request
for a court order compelling
the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad to supply coal cars to
the strikebound Glenbrook
Mine.
The L&N has ref uSed to
deliver cars to the mine since
Aug. 16, according to Jericol
Owner Charles Sigmon. .
"We have attempted to_
serve them, but. have. been
prevented because of various
acts of vandalism," L&N
spokesman Charles Castner
-SEMI- Wednesday. —A 'bridge
was burned, among other
things. We haveiried."
More than 100 United Mine
Workers union members have
been on strike at the Glen-
brook mine for the past year.
They have sought a contract
with the corripany since a
UMW national strike ended in
March.
Scheduling a second special
session would have the same
effect as recessing, because
legislative committees and-<'
the LRC would have ad-
ditional time for study. The
difference would be that the
session would not cost as
much, Garrett said.
Rep. Bobby Richardson, 0-
Glasgow, House majority
floor leader; Rep. William
Kenton, 0-Lexington, House
speaker; Clapp and Garrett
all said they favored meeting
and immediately adjourning.
Clapp said Carroll has been
informally_ aalsed higppjnirt.
of•setiedukag ars
in January, "and he is leaning
toward that alternative."
Jean Severs, Mrs. Stovall's
press secretary, said the
lieutenant governor would
oppose adjourning her session
without any action on the
issues.
Ms. Severs said _legislators
could complete Work on the
issues prior to Christmas "if
they come up ready to work
and prepared to make good
use of their time:"
,Gary Auxier, Carroll's press
secretary, said the governor
has taken the position that it is
up to the Legislature and the
lieutenant governor to handle
the Dec. 11 session.
GAS INDEPENUENTS
• NEW; YORK (AP) —
Gasoline stations operated by




panies whose names and signs
are unfamiliar to many
motorists, and they generally
charge less for their gasoline.
The industry publication
said independents today sold
40-50 percent of the gasoline in
the United States, about
double of 10 or 15 years ago.





Despite predictions of rising
unemployment. President'
Carter's budget managers are
recommending the mammoth
CETA public job program be
cut by more than half in
Carter's next t.,udget, sources
report.
Some 365,000 jobs would be
eliminated — a move certain
to shock blacks, organized
labor and liberals in the
Democratic Party. The cut
also would anger some
mayors who have come to
depend on CETA money to pay
the salaries for up to 33 per-
cent of their city work forces.
The Labor _Department,
backed by some of Carter's
White House staff, is waging a
behind-the-scenes battle
against the proposal by the
Office of Management and
Budget. No final decisions
have been reached.
Carter is ordering sharp
federal spending cuts for his
fiscal 1980 budget in a drive
against inflation. The Com-
prehensive Employment and
Training Act programs are
vulnerable because they are
latge, relatively new and have
been criticized for numerous
abuses. Further, the nation's
job picture has improved
substantially in the last two
years.
With Carter's approval inz,
1977, Congress more than
doubled the job program
practically overnight to
stimulate the economy. Under
the program, the federal
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jobs and normal visitatir
privileges will be restored to
91 inmat,es who have been
released from administrative
segregation at the Kentucky
State Penitentiary.
The inmates were placed in
segregation following a strike
Oct. 30 at' the prison. Their
release came Thursday after
a hearing by an adjustment
committee at the maximum
security facility lii western
Kentucky.
Prison Superintendent
, Donald Bordenkircher said
fiye men remain in ad-
ministrative segregation as a
result of the strike.
"Followin_g our  in-
Oestigation, those are the men
that sve firmly believe were
instigators and agitators in
the promulgation of, the
strike," Bordenkircher said.
Bordenkircher said there
are jobs for each of the 91
inmates who were returned to
the prison's general
population Thursday.
He said that normal
government pays most of the
salaries for these workers in
state and local governmage
jobs or nonprofit community
groups.
But as unemployment
--dr.opped from a high of 9
percent to 5.8 percent, support
for CETA waned. In October,
Congress cut job levels froln
725,000 last year to 625,000 by
next Sept. 30.
Several weeks ago, Budget
Director James McIntyre told
members of Congress
privately that unemployment
over the next year is expected
to rise from 5.8 percent to 6.
percent and might go higher.
Nevertheless, McIntyre's
OMB is recommending that in
the year beginning heat Oct. 1
the- number of public jobs be
slashed from 625,000 to 260,000,
according to three sources,
both inside and outside the
government, who declined to
be identified. That cut would
trim $3.36 billion from the $11
billion federal numpowas
budget.
OMB also is recornmendin4
cuts elsewhere in CETA, ilb
eluding youth job-training
sections and a 350-person cut
in the federal staff that ad-
ministers the program, the
sources said.
They said OMB is proposing
to eliminate all 375,000 jobs in
CETA's Title VI, under which
spending is triggered when the
national unemployment rate
exceeds 4 percent. At the
same time, OMB proposes ag
increase from 250,000 ta
260',000 in Title II jobs, aimed
at longterm unemployed
people, according to the
sources.
visitation at the prison,
restricted to weekends only
since the strike, will resume
Saturday.
Bordenkircher also con-
firmed Thursday claims by
inmates that their cells are
being searched while they are
absent.
The law is clear. We can
search anybody, anywhere at
any time in this penal society. r
We are going to makei
it...difficult for people (in-
mates) to have knives and/
blades and other contraband,
and our record shows it:" 1
gome inmates had said the
practice often is done
recklessly and tvithout regard
to an inmate's_ r ts -ta.
privacy.
Wyoming led the United
States in granting women the
right to vote and hold office in
1869, then elected the nation's
first woman justice of the
peace in 1870, the first woman
superintendent of schools in
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A PUBLIC HEARING WILL BF HET P ON
MONDAY. DECEMBER 11TH, 1978, 10:00 A.M.,
CITY HAL'. BUILDING. 5TH & POPI .A
STREETS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY ON THE
1979 REVENTE. SHARING FUND BUDGET,
WITH BUDGETED FUNDS AS FOI LOWS:
1979 ANTICIPATED FUNDS $312,000
TRUST FUND ACCOUNT $113,000
CITIZENS OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY ARE
ADVISED OF THEIR RIGHT TO ATTEND
THIS PUBLIC HEARING AND PROVIDE
WRITTEN AND ORAL COMMENTS AN)
SUGGESTIONS ON THE 1979 REVENUE
SHARING FUND BUDGET.
1. LEGAL NOTICE  
2. NOTICE




B i I I lbe"""Sng ton or atbnyred""rgrthe  debts contact Holman Jones, 217 S
other than my own. 13th., phone 753-3124, 





















GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
  help you. Call Bible Facts,
759-4600.
FOR THAT Vacation of a fife
time, reservations now being
accepted for a 9 day 2 Island
vacation to Hawaii, direct
from Chicago March 9th
1979. Special incentive for
reservations made by
December 9th. Final cut off
date Jan. 24, 1979. For fur•
ther information, call Hoyt
or Opal Roberts, 753-3924.
3/8" VARIABLE
SPEED REVERSING DRILL
Use as a drill or screwdrrier variable
speed letS yOu choose the Speed tia suit
the lob Reversing switch for Docking out
screws and lammed drill bea. Exclusive
recessed center locking button guards
against accidental -lack-on. Double
insulated, needs no groundieg Double
reduction gearing and larger capacity,







Dresses - Coats - Sweaters - Blouses
- Slacks - Robes - Pajamas, Sets - Pur-
ses - Jewelry - Scraves - Hose
Lingerie - Gloves - Pant Suits f*Nylon
Gowns & Pajamas - Brushed Nylon
Gowns 8 Pajamas - Flannel Gowns
Pajamas - Billfolds - - Umbrellas
Dress Shoes - Casual Shoes - Dress
Boats ":-Ficiuse shoes - 'Rubber Foot=
wear.
Free Gift Wrapping Shop Settle•Workman where
you will find quality mdse. at a reasonable price.
Shot) cash, lay away, Bank Americard, Mester
Charge and Osage.
Ili appreciate tour limitioxel,_:41oked Sall days_
Adv•rtIs•rs- or•"
requested to chock the
first ins•rtion of ads for
corr•ction. , T.tvi•s
newspaper will be
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4 Cains, AMC Jeep ti


















;OD IS LOVE; If you would
ike to know anything about
the Bible, cal 759-4600. 24
hour phone; note tape. Bible
Facts.







1 STILL HAVE a few dates





WHAT WE 'do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333 •
Come by Murray Lum-
ber Co. Thursday af-
tetnoon between 1:00
and 5:00 for a" FREE



















S. LOST & FOUND
LOST. PART SETTER, red,
3 month old male, lost around
Midway area. Child's pet.
-Will offer reward for his
return. Call 753-7913.
LOST: *FIVE YEAR Old
brown and white male
English Springer Spaniel in
area of Ellis Popcorn" and
Southwest Elementary on
Wiswell Road. "Petie" is r701
a hunting dog and is
desperately missed by his
family. Please contact uS:if
you have seen him. A reward




operator. RPG-Il useful but
not necessary.
,Hospitalization, pension,
other benefits, good op-
portunity for advancement,
send resume with salary
requirements to
M.Livingston & Co.,
Box 1039, Paducah, KY 42001
THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully 
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
* or the love you share 
They are superbly styled in
- elegant 14 carat gold Keepsake matched wedding
rings, are designed to please every possitaa taste
from classic, to contemporary to avant garde and
to assure lasting pride and satisfaction , •
PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Murray's Citizen Advisory Committee
will hold a Public Hearing on December 11, 1978, at
7:00 p.rn, in the Douglas Community Building on
L. P. Miller Street.
The purpose of the meeting is to obtain views and
proposals from interested citizens on program
development for the Small Cities Grant Program
under Title I of the 1977 Community Development
Act, offered by the Federal Department of Housing
.and Urban Development. This meeting will include,
among other items, the following information:
A. The total amount of non-rnetro funds available
- to the City of Murray.
B. The range of activities that may be un-
dertaken with these funds.
The type.of activities whiple-are ineligible up-
der : this act.
D. The processes to be followed in drawing up
and approving the local application.
F. A summery of other important program
requirements. - '
Alf citizens and representatives of interested
public groups are invited to attend and participate.
For further information, call the City Hall at 753-
1225.
Catheryn Jackson, Chairman Steve Zea
Citizens Advisory Committee Resident Planner
The Citizens Advisory Committee will hold a
Public Hearing on Deeemberil, 1978 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Douglas Community Building on .L.P.
Miller .Street.
The purpose of the meeting is to review the
Housing Assistance Plan and provide citizens with
an opportunitY to participate in the deter-
mination of pie. ties in theliousitN Aosisigesa
Marry. Tiéel3iiiidencourage.views by residents of
blighted neighborhoods anti citizens of low and
moderate income.
All mterested citizens and representatives oc,
interested public groups are invited to attend
and participate. For further information, call the
City Hall at 753-1225.





FOR SALE Old dresser gate
leg table, new kitchen carpet
• 15' X 15' All priced to sell
Can be seen on weekends at
109 Sycamore
Onas vital sas end dr*,
Seen dank Si" doeble
sten, GI resat. aid ay.,
GI ak ceatitiweer, 1100 ITU
48 753-20.1.
N FOR SALE,. Used Singersewing machines, zig zag, all material, $75. Leather table
regular attahments, sews with chairs, round leather
perfect, ' fully guaranteed, table, hand tooled with 2
full cash price, $39.50. Call chairs. $60. Chest, 4 drawers, . 26. TV-RADIO
FOR SALE :-.22 cal. rifle with 
525. Come to the white frame  
DON'T BE MISLEAD. We
-
Ma r tha_Llopper, 354-6521.
house located next to John's
scope. 12 gauge shotgun. Saving Center on Hwy. 121 will meet the price of anySmatl portable t.v. 753-4331_ -813Pr0xItIT8tely - 1‘.'2 miles dealer of this area
FOR SALE: Montgomery from Murray_  Our service makes a dif
.itit,iiievf•iwg*Aw4grow4Awg ` Ward 10 cubic toot freezer, 17. VACUUM CLEANERS  ference Your Zenith dealer
used 2 months, $190. Sony ELECTROLUX . Sales and for Murray and Calloway
'  Video Tape Recorder, used 1 Service in Paducah call 1. County. Tucker T.V. Sales,
year. $790. G.E. color t.v., 443-6169. In Murray call Tony
M19u1r4ra
y,CKovIdwater Road,
4. HELP WANTED 12", new, $320. Accutrac turn - Montgomery 753.6760. 
table, $290. Call 753-0121. SEWING MACHINES  WANT A NEW COLOR TVMATURE RESPONISBLE FOUR PIECE natural Barn- 
•12. 
FOR SALE, Necchi zig-Zag but short on cash! Take upADULT, needed to baby sit boo settee and a lady's payment on this beautiful 25''month old infant, in our leather coat. Call 753-4330.  
sewing machine, in real nice
console, "under warranty.home. References needed. If cabinet. Sew perect. Full Clayton's formerly J & Binterested, call 753.3210 or price $59.50. Call 35A- Music. Call 753.7575.
FOR SALE: 1 sewing cash
machine, 1 rocking horse, 1 6521. - _753-8368.  tricycle, all like new, call 753-
8414 after 5 pm.  
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
BA TA V US MOPEDS 2.7. MOB. HOME SALES HALF PRICE SALE, Club Christmas special, S399.50,Aluminum, 1, 1/2, 2, and 3qt $25, free excessories. Murray
covered saucepans, 10 inch 
covered skillet, 41/2 qt. 753.740o.
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St ,
covered dutch oven, choice of
colors. Wallin Hardware in 30-30 MARLIN LEVER
Paris, TN. action rifle with scope. Boys




light organs. Call 753-6953. 
like new, Wood
mm,-SLR. Cal 753-3609
SECOND SHIFT supervisor, stove, christmas lights. Call after 4 pm.
35 
Apply or c Supervisory experience SALE CORELLE ex -all 
Hours 4 pm to 1 am. 437 4801.
22. MUSICAL '
GALLINORE'S necessary. Pension- pressions dinnerware, 20 pc •BALDWIN PIANOS and
RESTAURANT hospitalization• other set, Wild Flower, 
Meadow, organs; used pianos. Lonardo
benefits. Mail resume, and Indian Summer, April, or Piano Co., across from Post
Hazel. Ky. 492-9715 salary requirement to M. Blue Heather. Your choice Office, Paris, TN.
  Livingston and Co., PO Box $39.99. Wallin Hardware in SPINET-CONSOLE Piano
1039, Paducah, KY 42001. Paris, TN - Wanted: for sale. nt Respon-
.: MEDICAL SECRETARY, no WAITRESS WANTED: S'ALE REVERE ware sible party to take over
: experience. necessary Must apply within. Majestic MO cooper bottom, save*, _sort ft;,-.. solo.* piano. easy . terms..  --2969 .MARJO-T2-,-At- 4E.- .52..
$.,7tavi.•.tafPn19- and grimmer. 14110116F,-m:''''''''''-- - .r--7. . - n.' :4-7. inf$ 3:..-snottrtIsidlca-art_beLseer‘.1ocatty Yirtte;----6tobi I e -4,eme.,.._
--------Box12 P, Murray, KY 42071. '  '- " ' 2 quart, 41.-2 qt. dutch oven, 8
_..' .541" -Send,,,JfageI441$11O311109. 1 ,..o,  ,I z • NiTiFiteti-7..pews.- Dowteteisetters, Vesisler-e-redt4•"0.01rTletaeri • -1,145,-81 r7-1l7r111MIti
 MATURE LA01^ wishes to 
207, Carlyle, IL 62231. • 
753-8780.  
under pinned. David Boyd.
; WA N T D . PART, TIME cook. do ht.use work. Call 759-4615. 
qt. stock pod, 7,9, and 10 inch 23
skillets. Wallin Hardware, 
RMINATING 
1972 5TH AVENUE, 12 X 60, 2:-• 5 am to .9 am. Appty at 
bedroom, central air, underRETIRED VETERAN Paris,TN..•, Southside Restaurant only. NEEDS work. Prefer janitor pinned and strapped fur-- USED TUB and sink that
fished with house furnitureor inside work for the winter, probably date from the 40's.Call492-8110 anytime. Extra nice. David Boyd, 753Sink in. good condition while
8780.
A LITTLE PUDGY over-
weight downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new ap-
proach! For information call
759-4536.
FOR SALE 2, 36" louvered
doors New, call 4-36 2289. 
8" POOL TABLE and
equipment, has walnut finish
and is in extremly fine




North Court Square, 145 10tc,
Paris, TN, 
SALE SKILL ROUTER,
hp. Model s68, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
SALE. SKILL SAWS, model
538, 125 hp, 71,4 'rich blade,
529.99,'model 574, 13o hp, 71/4
inch blade, $34.99, model 559
ball bearing, 2 hp, 71/4 inch
blade, $49.99. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris, TN. 
SALE: CHAIN SAW,




3 X 6 BRUNSWICK air




live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759-1661. 
FOUND IN New Concord
area, small Beagle. Call 753
5322 after 4-00 pm 
HELP NEEDED for yard
work. Part time year round.
•, 753-7160. • .
DNEED MATURE person tosit 4 hours, daily, in my
1'4.. home. Call 753-6157 after 6pm.
e.. WAITRESS WWITEI
• u Me IN CORONA
IT*
V The Perfect gift for the less than
y$ student
'Portable Typewriters ' Attache Cues
14.
• Pen Sets • Disk Accessories
y Many gift items for that "Special" boss WANT TO BUY WANT TO BUY good used
14 or secretary on your Christmas List! § 36m1
ob
2
Ie homes Call 502.527
Twin Lakes 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
753-1222
N Office Products%




I2. INSURANCE  16. /SOME FURNISHINGS $4. MISCELLANEOUS
Kopperud Realty
Goes National
Ire can hi* yew lin lly.-ae
et trade e hone anyplace
I. the USA old Goode
®KOPPERk0REALTYM
1972, 2 BEDROOM, gas,
completely furnrshed,
harvest gojet appliances, new
carpet, drapes, large bath,
under pinning. WOO. Call
753.4074 or 753 1877, 
3 BR, 1112 BATH, furnished,
central haat and air, sharp.
Call 753-1725 or 759-4926. 
FOR SALE. 1975 Lawrence,
2 bedroom, 12 X 60, fur
nished. Call 753-2316 after 4
pm.
$4: HOUSES FOR RENT
FOUR eistmoom, Lynn
Grove $175 per month Call
901-642-1602 or 642 9236. 
FOR RENT
5 bedroom, furnished
house, close to campus
for college girls. Pb.
753-5165 days 753-5188 sifter
7 isis.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, on
old Murray and Paris Road,
Couple. No pets. Deposit.
$130 per month. Call after 6
pm 753-1287. 
THREE ROOM furnished
apartment in Hardin. No pets
or children. Call  437.4462. 
36. RENT OR LEASE 
FOR RENT COMMERCIAL
space court square; on
southside of court square.
Now occupied by Children's
Corner. Space available
January I, 1979. For details,
Sales People
Needed!






Clesin ep and tube per-




in Murray area. Cost ac-
counting and accounts
Payable experience in Pubtic
accounting. BSAC degree.
Call 767 4442 or 753-6666
 SIX PIECE, antique oak
dining room suite, $275 Call
  753-4589 after 4 pm.
12. INSURANCE
Go en no writ* annum
le weigh hams, grit% 3 al-
ienist ceapsnies. Foc best
fetes testiest Villsos le;




lirtrerts 111",3'1.0 sr% ilrolvir•NrercronavrolonlIPVIP*11.1
OPEN HOUSE
• .ursdaS,. Diveriollet'
from 1 to 5 PM.
This annual event is Innkort 10
castiron tub will need
refinishing. Will sell pair for
$20. In Alm°, phone 753-3154
after Spin. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
WATE B 5, KIN IZE
with frame, heater, air
pocket mattress, and bed
linens included $275. Kitchen
table with chair, simulated
butcher block table with
chrome legs. Four brown
vinyl chairs, $125. Curio
Cabinet, antique olive green
lighted glass shelves, $200.
Couch and chair, brown
Kelley's Termite
Pe,q 7C3o.n1trol
Otelete III I ea OttOrtf4
" by many Wes-f-- Kentuckians os a
ploasurable start to the busy•Christmos •. •
season if you hove never attended our
Open House before, we invite you to do,
so 'hit year. Acquaint yourself with the
most complete assortment of the very
latest in Christmas ornaments,.
arrangements, novelties, dried and silk
flowers This year we offer beautifully
arranged Christmas trimmings
Decorated door swags. brooms, wreoths
and table arrangements, which always
make o nice gift. We hove things too that
you can use to -do it yourself- create
your own originals
You, Your Family and Friends are.in-
vited, -to visit our facilities and our
fabulous Christmas Workshop Make
your visit complete See if at The Wild
Raspberry - where 'Christmas begins




00‘1042 Ort3iliNgi slop-oPm ireztions urwrirwervemtrarycliPsirtruirelr11.0
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
Formal electronic training preferred, however on
the job cablevision experience will be considered.
Good salary, plus excellent fringe benefits which in-
clude group hospital, life and dental insurance,
liberal vacation and paid holidays.
BURGER QUEEN
Wants You. If you want tn ,
the room you need in management. Sti.;




















1968 MOBILE HOME, 2 BR,
12 X 55. Call 753-4587 after
5:15 pm. 
THREE BEDROOM, mobile
home, all. el ectr ic, furnished
With a built on pbech, 2 out
buildings and garage. Set up
on 1 acre land on Penny Hwy
Call 489-2248 after 4 pm., 
12" X 50 MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, 4 bath, $3500 firm.
Call 75320255. 
1972 12 X 60 MOBILE HOME,
2 bedroom, gas, unfurnished,
$4500. Call 759 4939, 
VI. MOD. HOME RENTS 
_BE_D.p_00&6,,TH-64L ER, 5
roles East of Murray on
large lot Newly redecorated.
Call 753-0187. 
NEW TWO bedroom mobile
home 12 X 60, central air and
heat; house type furniture,
"%Will:a couplesonly.- lappets,
450 deposit, $150 per month.
I
. Water furnished. Call 753-
237/. • 
TWO ESE.DR_QOAts trailer for
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
'Court. 489.2533. 
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
private lot, water furnished,
reference people only Call
753./726.
tteltetesteletteeeete
(Layaway Now For Christmas)
College-Sitevmens)--
The Ms. Shop ( Women's)
214N 15th Murray
29. HEATING & COOLING
HEATING BARGAIN. 3
large gas unit heaters,
(Ceiling furnaces), and two
automatic floor heaters. All
can be used on propane or
natural gas. Ideal equipment
for auto shop or stores. Call
753-4852,7 am to 5 pm. 
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates. Complete with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air pmconditioning. Call 753-3018
after
31. WANT TO RENT 
FEMALE MURRAY Stati
student, looking for off
campus housing. Call 767
2677. 
1 32. APTS. FOR RENT 
APARTMENT FOR RENT. 1
bedroom, heat and Water
furnished. $125 per month.
753.2964. 
1 BR FURNISHED Apart
rnent in Murray. -Heat and
water is furnished. Celt 502-
235-5902 for an  appointment.
1 BEDROOM duplex, par
tially furnished $85 per
month, 753 4331. 
FOR RENT:" 1 bedroom
apartment at Southside
Manor apartments, for
elderly persons only, unit is
.based - on income. Equal
opportunity housing. 753
4221. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
apartment-, farfalatred,
7a5v3aeilmable last of December.
FOR RENT 2 bedroom
apartment in Lynn Grove,




after 5 pm 
TWO -BEDROOM
TOWN Hou SE apartment for
rent, all carpet,
refridgerator, dishwasher,
range, disposer, washer and
dryer hook up, central heat
and art' /53 7550 
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT
for rent, slmi furnistied,viris
Only, 2 blocks frdm campus
Colt .753.1.354i..
awe and S DM, ' -• • --
-310 311:10





$5.00 month. Boats, campers.
120. up. .10 X 22 Sh•dS. 10
cents sq. ft.-up. 753-7400. 
37. LIVIESTOCX-SU PP. 
BLACK ANGUS bull, 14
months old, 800 850 pounds.
Scerica hay. 759 1850 after 5
TIMOTHY HAY, square
bales. Call 382 2382. Lynn
M. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
EIGHT YEAR OLD, gelding,
14 hands tall, very gentle.
Call 753-0224 after 5:30 pm or
weekends. 
FIVE WEEK old Bassett
Hound puppies. $50 for male,














',One of a Kind
„,\•












Dos so• eaning 'et appcostmao
ally., Cell 759-4140 Mom*




1 Bowling BagsUp tosir 
(Free Drilling + a Free Game)
Pro Lino





Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other












o 1045% solid state
Service Miser chassis
with the Super Module
O Dynacolor system
O Dynabrite in-line picture tube
o Audio Spectrum Sound
O Satellite remote control
O Glare Guard filter



















pleasure horse. Call 759-4688. 
MIXED GERMAN Sheptiard
and Collie puppies. 1 male, 3





JUNK SALE. bicycle parts
mattress springs, good
Franklin stove, Saturday, 501
N 7th St. 
MOVING SALE, December
2, Furniture, freezer, sewing
machine, lamp, fruit jars,
trinkets, ladies, mens arid
"I baby clothes. Roto
small 
I 
garden tractor, 1975 
AMC Hornet. Turn West,
south of Dexter follow the
I signs. 753.2810. 
Christmas Puppies, AKC
registered Collie pup-
pies, $50, each, will
hold for you till Christ-
mas. 492-8614.
1964, 35 PASSENGER
I CHURCH BUS. Mail in yourbids to Walnut Street Baptist
A Church, Box 161, Benton, KY
I 42025, by Dec. 6. We reserve
I the right to refuse any or allbids. Bus can be seen at the
Church.
43. REAL ESTATE
LIKE BEING OUT? Enjoy
the tranquil beauty of these
wooded lots located in
Candlelite Estates...UW:1..
  -the home of rsrn"" da ..X&Waiiii-lealas•showane-of
I'la,.#V-A-.n.01Zr.Tr01- the beautittil lots. Call 753-
N 7th, Saturday, December 1492, LORETTA JOBS
2, from 8am to 3 pm. REALTORS




For supplies see us!
SPECIAL
20% off on an assortment of!'
Macrame Cord ancrPiattery
We have LATCHBACK and
STRING
The Little R.,ed House Of Crtifis
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Glenn and Betty Helm
UMW MIL\ MO
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR INDUSTRIAL
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
You don't have to be an engineer or technical person
to enter a challenging and highly rewarding career
selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in
Jour community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm. food,
and manufacturing) or a mechanical background
helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products,
and applications in a thoroughly professional, com-
pany-paid program. Field training follows, right in
your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and
you get an exclusive, fully-protected territory with
hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company;
on.the move; the quality leader in the lubricant field •
for over a quarter century. .-•
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start ,
building your lucrative career today, right in your 0
own area, and be home nights with your family I
while doing it.
Act now, while one of our choice territories is still,
open in your area. Send your resume, giving ei-





Sales Personnel Man' er _ _
ttbrtcn ulcers, Inc. 
3851 Airport Freeway




• 209 9: inot SI met
NEW OFFICE Nouns Closed AliDeS• Wed,












































































'ef use any or all
ti be seen at the
•
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43. REAL ESTATE 
DON'T GET caught out in
the snow! Just pull your car
Into this 3 car carport and go
inside thiS beautiful 3
bedroOm, 2 bath home with
central heat and air, also a
large brick patio and a
professionally landscaped
lot. Call DONALD R
TUCKER REALTOR 753
23413 
INISH THIS AND SAVE:flring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees._ Small but
economical with energy
saving heat - Perfect for





South 12th at Sy cumuu.
TELEPHONE 751 1651
A norne for a lifetime
is this four bedroom,
three bath house on
Highway 94 West.
Double fireplace, car-
pet, central heat and
air, complete kitchen
and more than ample
storage and closets.
Priced at $65,000.00


















25" CONSOLE COLOR TV
• SPecial Picture • Special Reliability *
°user shammed es Dynsbnte II
Pim,* Tube, oombned 4.0,4
spaced electron c'° produce
-Ours, s sharpest deems*
peture yet
1017sb Sok) Sena Service Meer'
Chasse won Orsektodule111
Contains teen parts and leas amino
tian our woven' moduis. to SW.,
lees iogo wrong
*
* your dr,m , . rtheranteed Lowest Pricesf - 44 ,
















































Let us help you with







9HOSPIT AL SUPPL If S FOR RENT AND SALE
91 ADINC, BRANDS OF CpShif TICS




Chairs in this Area





Open Friday Nights Til 800 p m
641 North Murray, KY- 753_3037
Freesty e Moire ounce S rt
Trina's Action Wear
Southside Shopping Center
43. REAL ESTATE 
TIME FOR A COM-
MERCIAL. Lccated at the
corner of. 3rd and Main
Streets and known as the
Wallis Grocery Building, this
is an excellent location for
any retail business. Priced
realistically at only 522,500.
Phone us today for more
details. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. 
Maass propoety, 402 S.
St. This large 2 apartment
Wass h.s $300. Warm per
inanth mid the mishits mold
W made into wmther upon.
meat with very littk espouse.
BUT THAT IS NOT All,
another epertment is set
ape I from this, located is
back, fonts for $150 per wee-
Th. Al- ea apsfroximirtely 1
wero let Tetra rental $450 per
ow* pies a posshilty of






753-3263 12111 Street TUCKER / 





Same Price As Last Year. $99.00 *





THE NII3LSID1 • ICIS2414 - Distinctive Early American Styling.
Beautted Maple wood-grainad finials applied to durable wood produc- gts on top andel& withwelftet hardwood solids framing top. Gallery of Of
select hardwood solids. Front and base of simulated wood. Casters.Electronic Tuning. IThininated Channel Numbers.0
a
1914 COLDWillgigaRD. .....••••• •
Flip Top Lids (easy to use)
Inside Sliding Tray (handy)
Locks On Each Side (prevents theft)


















UNUSUAL BUT true, a two
bedroom house at 412 N 5th
'for only $9950. Good lot and
good location. Could be two
it rent 1 units. Call C.O. Bon-




j. Hwy. 641 South 753-2617 *
f***********************
43. REAL ESTATE 43. REAL ESTATE 
IF...YOU ARE A Luxury THE OUTCOME IS IN /




something unique, you must apartment. Each side has 2 '5 Vinspect this comtemporary bedrooms, living room, .9
family room, fireplace - in 
'!,home...s,unken fireplace in kitchen and bath. Modern - 5
kitchens have all built-in
galley kitchen, formal dining appliances. Located just 6,croom, 3 baths...All this
approximately 8.8 acres. A 
outside the city limits, so you
only pay county, taxes. A
On
home well worth inquiring beautiful way lobe precticb1.-
about...Call LORETTA JOBS 
 .1:'•
REALTORS today at 753- 
Priced at $41,500. Phone









FOR SALE or Rent. by
owner: 2 BR mobile home,
located SE on Murray.
includes 90 X 230 ft lot,
central heat and air,
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more. Must be
seen to be appreciated,
514,900. Owner will finance.








With The Friendly Touch
BEEN WAITING FM{
A BARGAIN? B.V. 3




heat and air, 2 car
















Italian gram tiamela. Vto
torian atyttat itairucal rat-
Small. 18'









• Simmer N Cook
• Temperature Cook
• Defrost-Hold-Cook









With The Friendly Taae4i"
THE HILTON IT
AIN'T - But it is a
heckava good buy! 4
room frame with 2
bedrooms- arid-4 4,bath -
Extra wide 1.6 acre lot
on Hwy. 94 E. near
1-Browals- Greeery.
4 T REDUCED for quick
Sale at $10,900. Boyd
Ma/ors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
Save S100.00 Until Christmas











C2011.10w Buy Now And Save
ItPrigv 
At Black's Decorating







can be yours-today with this
choice listing in Canterbury
Estates. Outstanding four
bedroom home with den,
master bedroom with ad-
joining private dressing
room and walk-in closet. You
are sure to reach the goal of
pleasant, comfortable living
with this lovely French'
Provincial home. Priced ,.in
the 560's. Weal KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753,1222 are
working hard to provide the













ANY OFFER will be con-
sidered on this 2 bedroom,
white frame house. Located
in town on nice street. Call





44. LOTS FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 5 miles from
Kentucky Lake. Call week-






















Picture your home in our magazine -
its a best seller.
Two three bedroom Brick Venier homes left inFairview Acres and Lynnwood Estates, that willadd greatly to your plans' to make this holidaySeason one of the greatest ever.
These houses are spacious, quality built for
luxurious living at prices that make them evenmore attractive. Low 40'n.
We also have two #ood thiee bedroom brick
venier homes. One has a sunken den and the
other has a great room 20' 42A11 the-lets-are
x 439' or 13 i acre. Oneis priced in the mid 40's and the other in the low40's.
LOTS - LOTS LOTS
We have a fine selection of lots and more people
are buying them this year as Christmas Gifts. •Why not give that favorite Son or Daughter of
your's,a PIECE OF THE EARTH, This Christ-
mas' A LOT.
Call tis for details.'Black's Decorating Center I
=.61114 ft NAT.. NVONS hprrom•
• ter Deed... Doswell.% Woke IT Isin I spree..
01101I 5, Sa1-111.2_ -*3 stkitotorr.- -*on32-




UNIVERSITY. 4 or 5
bedroom, • 3 down & 1
or 2 Up, l baths,
Iivi room & kitchen





ls-ortmarrry. lett '21rn,'"'""JAIIItt 5
 Bey41-- Mwiers--Ftesf '-------
E4tate, 105,N. 12th.
• r Fulton-Young Realty
- e
ItteritottlikrAV on AO's rxr---(502)153 7333
Sot itS•__
o-
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PUT IT IN THE
Al. LOTS FOR SALE
'LOTS FOR SALE Complete
septic system Water
Inc and driveway tor
„mobile home or house Neal
-1Centucky Lake. S42 50 per
;411onth with S1,000 down Call
:102 474 2716 
:s.OTS FOR SALE 6 miles
'West of Murray Call 409
1110
SEVEN COMMERICAL lots.
-.located at the entrance of
ine Bluff Shores, all 'wrung,
$15,000. -DONALD ft
AUCK ER REALTOR, 502
-./Aapie. 753 4342.
'4SFARMS FOR SALE 
:FARMLAND 110 Acres. 100
.Siliable, 9 mites west of
.Murray Call 489.2110
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
ilUY DIRECT from builder
ind save Near completion. 2
1rrew 3 bedroom brick homes.
:Located in K irksey, within
walking - distance of post
*lice, country stores. and 3
46.urches. Each has 3.4 acre 6
101, central heat and air,
• hiermal windows and doors,
tind well insulated walli and
killings. Living room,. .
bedrooms, and hall are
i'lirpeted. Kitchen,
• Washroom, and both full
Ztchen .ths have yjnyl floors.. has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
pqiIt in appliances. Also
egcluctes attached garage,
pgtio and large covered front•
qprch. Homes contain 1456
1560 sq ft and are priced
5:sell. Call after 5 pm. 489-
7.
-1518AND NEW BRICK house.
energy efficent heat pump,
Soper insulated wails, ceiling
and floors. Living room,
kitchen, 2 full ceramic tile
-bath with tubs and showers
Utility room, 3 bedrooms,
family room and covered
porch. Possiblity of extra
Income rental room within 2
ittocks of main University
Campus Wall to wall carpets
linp` Enix, 82 gal. glass lined,
ck recovery hot water
heater, garbage desposa I,
°atom built, hand crafted
tr nets and counters inchen and utility, marble; 
lidp vanities, storm windows.
Chandeliers, 16' wide con-
te driveway. Priced to
at $70,000. John 0 Pasco,
5791 or 753-2649.
NSTRUCTION. 3, 3 BR
Ses You buy and finish or





Huo. akii.a. • Chimaera"  thut .sn "wheel, Mae, not a model train
1 rattan,.,: Cale Handl ramaita, a ,.,lcsitter,
"mu and note MikanU petieo tor aoten-one on tour hat Gone
in and me the cwilarful Honda •Exprese" end Ei7nuAn'll. the
&pinta-red ATC•70 and all ow ocher gm "leas non. All at one
ot the mots( fun (Nunna, uores in town vow; tiilflaa dealer's
46. HOMES FOR SALE
3 BEDROOM, living room,
den, firplace, 2 large baths.
Kitchen with dining area,
laundry, garage, central gas
heat, electric air, thermo-
pane and storm windows,
carpeting, 2600 sq.ft., patio,
work shop, quality built
ranth style home with extras
throughout. $53,000. Call 753-
6017.
FOR SALE: New 3 BR brick.
Central heat and air, car•
peted, 5 miles west of
Murray. Can move now. Call
489-2110. 
FOR SALE by owner: 3
bedroom, 7 bath, formal
living and dining area, den
with fire place, large utility
room, double garage with
storage area, storage
building and garden spot,
double lot with 200 ff. fron-
tage. Call for appointment.
7541086.
BrIsseen Behr., ( dr.
14 K Gold Serpentine Chains
25%°
he green door















Mid resity. Op to 12 24 Also born style, 'offices, cottages,
Awe ed.ses, and patios, or 1/ BUILD, pre-art completely reedy
eesimallie pp is 14 a 60. airy the best for litir
VISTOIA-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
44. HOMES FOR SALE
m
46. HOMES FOR SALE
1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
owner: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
'fully equipped kitchen,
breakfast room, extra large
family room with wood
burning fireplace, formal
dining and utility room,
featuring solid oak floors and
staircase, wall paper in
every room, 2 heat purses, 2
car garage and wood shed.
Lot 155'X250'. Call for an
appointment. 753-0110. 
HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR,
brick veneer house, 2200 sq.
ft. excellent location, 704
Olive, newr health center,
public library, middle
school, 142,750. Basement,




breakfast nook, fireplace in
living room, large family
room. 52 -gallon glass lined
dfi.4--------0 WO united Feature Syndicate. inc. electric hot water beater,
front patio, lot 60 x 150.
PRINCE CHARLES IS AFAIRY TALE Would consider a 3 way
HIMSELF, 30 YEARS OLD CHARMINGR house. Shown by ap
SINGLE AND LIVING HAPPILY EVER pointment only. John Pasco,753 5791 or 753.2649.
AFTER." 47. MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE Large 10 room
house with 5 room garage
apartment. Lot 85' X 351'.
Full size upstairs which can
easily be finished for more
room. Excellently insulated,
carpeting, storm windows
and economical gas heat.
Apple tree, pear tree, peach'
tree, pecan tree, grapevines,




home with .extra income or
rental investment yvith $450
to $600 per month possible.
Reduced $41300 for quick sale.
Phone 753-5.447 after 5:30 pm. 
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom white
brick hdrne, 21/2 miles out on
Neal Road off 121 South.
Approximately 1110 acre.
.133,900. Phone 753.5.428. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 6.9
bouse,1619. ft, in pouce 
buildings. Located 3 miles
SW of Murray on Old Murray
Paris Road. Call 753-1966
days, or 753-3245 nights. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
room, split Itairel entry.
Carpet throughout, well
insulated with Andersen
windows, brick and -wood_
Approximately 16 acres, 8
miles north of Murray. Nice




























trade, have a buyer for a 3
FOR SALE: 74 Honda CO
350, 4 cylinder, 5,000 miles,
_Like new. 753-490.4.
1972 SL .350 HONDA. Has new




19-73 AMC HORNET, 2-door,
6 cylinder automatic with
power and air. Has it new
tires $750. Also a-rough 1972





Seeciediziag in late model cars
and tracks. We have several
Grand Prix to choose from.
$07 S. 12th St., Murray, Ky.
753-2114.
MA AUDI. Gets great gas
mileage, AM-FM radio and
tape player, air. $2750. Call
753-0087 after 5 pm. 
1968 BUICK, one owner,
excellent. Call 437.4801. 
SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR XR7
looks drives brand new
Ice miles, loaded with el
tras. comfort supreme. stil!
46. HOMES FOR SALE  nnnnnelculclonnnnrolnrInnh 
COMPLETELY
REMODELED,: 2 bedroom 2.
home, now being offered for en.,
sale for less than $20,000. 6 ,N0
miles north on hwy 641, Call










Gift Ideas For 4
The-Whole Family
your selections early. 
4
•




























easual style 436-100% Acrilan acrylic, contrast
set-in stripe, ripper pocket in ladet and pant, 12" leg
Mg tippers. Sites 65-X11. (Unisex)
4'1146114/1"11141- S2 139 5










To Be Given Away
Good Thru December, 31, 1978
Four Seasons Nurser
Wishing You A Joyous Holiday Season
A Christmas Tree is a very special part of
holiday tradition We have "premium
quality -trees available at the best prices--
in this area.
CRIMES
olsam Fir and Scotch Pit:
lIVE TREES
White Pine, Scotch Pine These make a
lovely addition to your yard 'when .the
holidays ore over
ROCKED TREES
Balsam Fir and Scotch Pine (White and a
variety of colors) These flocked trees
are fire resLilant.
We also have door sprays, a lovely assortment of
bendmode centerpieces. ond Holiday Wreaths
While 140C are buying your free chock our displays




MON.-SAT. 8 a.m.-A p.m
SUR. p.m .6 p.m'.
HWY 64! NORTH SMILES













9 inch 2.50 12 inch ... 3.45 16 inch




9 ere* IS 11 inch AG
..13e1.4/7-mtiti SPECIAL ... ler It
Cluck  3.50 12 inch 4,S 15 .4,4•
ote--
WE OPEN FOR LVN_CH AT 11:00 EVERY DAY
*••5••4- •• a among tom. a.a...a 4.4. U4D poop'. warm o no
outwit tor too on of ma roan but we do WWII aNta you .at
“a^ Alenu los krg. group ••40,04.44. Tool. at<4.1b
"P to, a )3 per.ne alit.. moo4 TC







radial, tires, a real good car,
$1350. Call 1-354-6217. 
1967 CAMARO RALLY
Sport. One owner, clean car.
327 automatic. Call (901) 642=
7392. 
1977 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille. Red with white vinyl
top, low mileage, loaded with
extras, excellent condition,
Original owner. Call 759.1104, 
1972 CAMARO, good con-
dition. Call 753-8710, 
1969 DATSUN 510, 4-door
sedan, nice car, good Con-
dition, new tires. $750. See at
Phillip's 66 station at 5
points, or call 753-8124 after 5
pm.
1972 FORD GALAXY. 53,000
miles, asking 51100, make an
offer. Cal 43 801
tires and battery. 753-
4746. 
1970 FORD, good condition,
$600. Call 753.5749. 
FOR SALE: 1968 Chevy j
1 mpalla, 5100. Call 753-2433, 
Call 7544974. 
A LITTLE Dodge Colt. $-450.
MONTEGO 1
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759.1155. 
1974 MERCURY
MX, 4-door, excellent, $1600,





tilt wheel, button tuft in-
terior, 
AM-FM radio, air,
swivel bucket seats, 900d
condition, tires like new.
$1600, Call 753-8217.
1430 • MODEL Ford
(coupe), 327 engine, chrome
-,
keystone wheels, new
radials, all metal, excellent
condition, $7000 or best offer.
1,354-006.
49. USED CARS
1977 F.10 DATSUN -HAT-
CHBACK, low mileage, air,
AM-FM, 5-speed, like new.
Call 753.9951. 
1978 1-BIRD. new, fully
loaded, T roof, 4,000 miles.
Also a 1978 Bronchi) 4-wheel
drive, 9,000 miles, new,




C19871717T5H3- U94N"DaEt tReBr 51 RPDrn, mow
miles, two tone green, AM
FM tape, air, automatic,
power windows, power
steering, power brakes, tilt
•aineel. 0900. Call 753-0121. 
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
original. Can/53-7365_ _. 
SO. USED TRUCKS 
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
Deluxe Pick-Up. Extra good.
Power and air. AM-FM, tape
player. $2450. Call 489-2595. 
1977 CUSTOMIZED DODGE
Van, carpet throughout with
cruise control, bed, ice box:-
AM-FM, 8 track speakers,
front and back, 30,0013 miles.
Call 753.1336 or 767-6695. 
1972 DODGE PICK-UP
truck, power, air, topper,
excellent condition. 753-12016 
1964 FORD PICK-UP, 145-0
Call 753-8856. 
1967 FORD PICK-UP. 8
cylinder. Straight shift, with
camper top. In good con-
dition, 5750. 4361544. 
FOR SALE: 1973 Ford F 750,
new grain bed, good shape.
Call 489-2706. 
1951 GMC PICK-UP, lust
overhauled, best offer, Call
753-2346 after 5:30 pm. 
1975 RED FORD pick-VP,
automatic, -good condition.
$2450. Call 489-1595. 
51, CAMPERS 
1979 MODELS ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.
White's Camper Sales, your
local Starcraft dealer.
Compl8te line of parts and
accessories. Non-toxic an-
tifreeze $3.99 per gel.
Located 4 miles from Murray
on 94 East. Call 753,0605. 
SPECIAL NON-TOXIC
antifreeze, $3.95 a gallon.
Arrowhead Camper Sales,
Hwy. E. Mayfield, KY. 247-8
3;114-614414-116146144191141141144411114111614•Ntethas sam.eko.ehascsda.a,An










21 Month old, locally owned,
silver color. Call 753 4097
evenings, or 7519694 days. 
1972 PLYMOUTH FURY III.
Good condition. Power and
, air. 5695. -1974 Pinto.
At Automatic.1895, 489-2595. 
1960' SIX CYLINDER
Canter°, rough cOndition,
has new tires. Asking $450.





















Deland Center - a
•
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility room, 2
ireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen., with
• uilt-ins; large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
. 110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961




LOCATION: on Barkley Lake at Donaldson Creek. Travel Hwy. 6$ to
Canton, Kentucky. Take Hwy. 1645 approximately 1 miles. Watch for signs.
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: This parcel_ et -Real Estate has WI of-water it
irontege and development potentials..
=AL NOTE. The right-of-way serving this pal's) of land is on the 1_. of -Engtneers earsornent:
TERMS: 211 per cent down day of sale and balance upon delivery of deed
within 30 days.
OWNERS: J. W. Can Heirs
ANNOUNCEMENTS made day of ailla take 1111piaidence over advertised
matter.
Morris, Realtors and Auctioneers
24.4 OI (A/4HW, 81 vf ,-4044/441Vflif 4444.14.0 4224 13021 NO 0201
Eats Morris Drtton Fester Amoy Glom 'Amos monis
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When we handle the sale of your home, we
won't waste your time with casual sightseers or
windowshoppers. We qualify every prospect to be
sure he is genuinely interested. Call us if you're
thinking of selling your home. .
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587 • T.C. Collie 753-5122
Lovely Nome On 2 Acres
If you would like a nice home out of town, we
have it. Located on Hwy. 299 near Kirksey. This
home has 3 bedrooms. 2 baths, large family
room, 2 car garage, storm cellar, beautifully lan-
dscaped yard, fenced in the back with apple,
pecan & English walnut trees plus grape vine.
Call today for an appointment.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS
"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shrilat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris-753-8061
ack o ' 'ouse
1804 Coldwater Rd. 3 Apts. Vith good rental in-




4 RR on College Farm Rd. Brick veneer, good
neighborhood, 1 block from Campus.




JUST LISTED-AND VERT SPECIAL!
Convenience & low maintenance costs combine
to make this house a joy to own. New Masonite
siding, central heat, 3 bedroom & basement. ALL










Warren Shropshire 75i-8277 Audra Moody 753-9036
Barbara Erw;n 753-4136 Homer Miller 753-7519
Reuben Moody 753-9036 B.B. Hook 753 2387
Ideal retirement, income, or first home, 2 bed
down 1 up, stove and ref. *Nice back yard with
chain link fence. This is priced to see. Call now
about this bargain.
Home Phone- Claude L. Miller, Broker-753-3059
Home Phone - Gerald Carter, Salesman-753-8298
5th 1 Main - Murray, Ky.
Now we know why."
It's not always as easy as the do-it-yourselfers suggest. There
may be many problems you,sgever anticipated
Where should 'you advertise? When? Weekdays? Weekends?
What should you say? How much is too much—or not enough'?
What do you tell phone callers who want information but won't
identify themselves? Are you willing to spend weekends wait-
ing for strangers who may outlay not show up? Who'fi handle
the lookers in the living room while you're with the bunch in
the basement!
These questions never come up when you list your home with
a REALTOR." REALTORS" are the reaLestate agents who be-
long to the NATION-AL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS," a
national organization with more than 660,000 members.
They're trained in the latest advertising, screening and sales
techniques. 
•
A home is your biggest, most important investment, and sell-
ing it is no business for ap amateur. If you're looking for
laughs, go to a movie. But if you're looking ,for fast action and
a fair return, go to a REALTOR
Gallery of Homes
IS THE
'that is recommended by thousands of satisfied
customers.
•that is known throughout the USA and Canada.
•that has over 11,000 Professional Sales Associates
behind it.
'that is advertised on national TV and in major
magazines.
•that gives tpu .the most, extensive




Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Ron Talent 753-9894 Cynthia Gamble 759-1396
Bill Harrison 759-4531 .Linda McKinney 753-8567
Looking for a'nice home where you could have a
business too? We've got it!!! Approximately
three miles south of Murray we have this three
bedroom brick with one and a half baths, carpet,
range, fireplace, dining roo. PLUS a large shop
building, PLUS another separate building large
enough for a small business or office. All of this,
including the 'one and a half acres on which it is-
located is priced at only' $45,000.00!!!
South 12th at Sycamore
Telephone 753-1651.
P.O.-Box 381
Ronnie Pea 753-7261 Edna Knight 753-4910
Armbruster 753-5128 Patsy Fain 753-6373
Ray Roberts 436-56.50 Anna Requarth 753-2477
Maw 
DON'T GET CAUGHT OUT IN THE SNOW! Just
pull your car into this 3 car carport and go inside
this beautiful 3 bedroom. 2 bath home with cen-
tral heat and air, also large brick patio and a
professional landscaped lot.
JUST REDUCED BY 13,600.00!! We have a 10
acre farm with a 3 hechoom home just ready for
you. Call us today for r 'we details on this great
buy!




WOW!! looks like a house but has double in-
come. This duplex has 3 bedrooms, den, living
room plus large bath on one side and on the
other, it has 2 bedrooms, living room and














ovvalp \1/4/0•.•411‘ • .14,
THE OUTCOME IS INCOME
Extra nice duplex apartment just listed. Each
-side has 2 bedrooms, living room, kitchen and
bath. Modern Kitchens hve all built-in ap-
Fiances. Located iust outside the city limits, so
you c7n-FicaTi•ounty fixes. -A—Wiutiful way to be







Pete Waldrop 7'53-7249 Broker






1 u‘h Itickyr 75:1-1frat
%Tarl. ris.th Stuff), 71'1.1 I '16 L
alla,
• eorge Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Ham Patterson 753-5553 ..








1 I No1 AND WAN AibittetAi
12th & Main- Mutray, Ky.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
giohmani3
Bibles 1. Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books












•Coaspiets Atiteisiatk Trusesaissiew Service
•Freen East Alignisent
•Ceasplete Tisee-ap Repair Service




SAO e.n. - 11 p.a.
Set.







limmainfiRgYAL Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal















ilisnaeg Worship IC darn.
lasiolterstop 7 Wpm-


















Singing, Evening Wen. 5:38,6:119,N6.
BLOOD RIVER
11!0115.2a.Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6 30 p.m
IIMSH BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11.00•.in
Evening Worship 7 30p.m
MEMORIAL 'BAPTIST
Morning Worship 141.50a.M.
Evening Worship 6 00 p m.
NEW KT. CARMEL MS:111016ARY
Morning Worship 11 00 a m.








Morning Worship 11 .00 am.









Evening Worship 5.30 p m & 6.00 p












10 Se. 136 St. mokt how 751-3914
Keniake Marina
J.W. W1LHAM- MGR.
. Ski Beat sad Pontoon Seat Rental
Ky, Lake State Park Pk. 474-n45
Kettectui Mot Cidekta
"It's finger Willi'. owed"





South 12th St.. Murray















Nightly Service . it p.m,
limas* lona deem
Sunday School - Lat.
• Morning Woestlip- u•eigalK-•













Mortify's Most Complete Deportment Store
imp Stokes Tractor & MP]
._"---- Implement Co.




-co To Church Sunday'.
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Li ConditediellertiorCesamorr eetniperoi«.
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE






Evening Worship 11:M p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
OWSTIOUT STREET GINUAL









Evening Worship 7:ilit pm.
ST. WINN SAPTIVI ammo













airipp Services 10:46 am., 6: NI pin.
MORIAT 01WIRIAN IILLOWSINP




Of UITI1R DAY mans
Woodmen of World Bart.
Sunday School 111:46•.m,
Evening Service 4 : SO p.m.
ST. LEO C.ATTIOLK
mom
Sunday Mass 11 am.. 11 , 4:30 p.m.
Satur&y Mass 630 p.m
011OSTIAN soma
stems
Fanner Ave and 17th St., %army, Ky.,
Sseinciodancrs 1100 .m Testimony meeting
Wednesday I p m.
JOICIVAWS WITNESS
Watchtower 10-30 am.
Fla lie Lecture 1530 am.
ST. JONWS EPISCOPAL
Worship How 11 45 am
Chirch School 11 00 a .m .
INUSANNEL LOSES/A
Smiley School 9. 15 a m
Morning worship III 30 a.m.
SEVENTY DAY ADVENTIST
So btath School Sat HP 311 a.m
Worship Service Sat. 9 15 • m
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE













Dw yew have • earlahs Imo eat addle each slay se be
with Ged. I may emit same get up early in the mum-
wig fee swiss Is • paruesdarly inspiring sight. Fur
Mimes this may be too harried a time and they ought find
miming • more werene oreastoe.
Dm time of day dams% fruiter but it is important that
I be • regular time when other concerns weal hatrude.
The place should be equally suitable. Sonse may tiwil
that a church or a chapel the oaly place 'pact enough
few prayer and meditation. Moat of as have at least toe
room in oar houses where we can be alone and rainier.
'opted, isowe.er.
God more fully revealed to when we are quiet and


















































































11 a.m., 7 p.m
1111111/11011ASANT
--7241111116.15= 




















MUM WA* , 7:111 p.m
' SIM 310 MAN AVL
 Imesitey &hod WM sm.
EvoningWerraip 7-011 pin
INWARDS MAP%
Surto:lay School 10 00 a.m
Worship Service 11 00 a .m
Everung Wenn* 7 00 p.m
FIRST WIRED .
Suoriey Worship WM a.m. & 7:61p.m
Thee k Thurs 700p.m






-3111tasy 3rHoot --- ----11-118Vilk -4






• Tour Complete Tire Service Center
















Service d Sales Ports
Mowers Tillers Chain Saws -








Flowers For All Occasions
Funeral Arrangements House Plants
500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
Love is Love's Reward
Sunday School 18:00 sin.
Worship , 11:,11 a.m.
MARTIWS CMAPEL MINTS













Worship Service wee am-let-41
sigy , 10:00 am. ard &Oh, Wenevy
1000 a.m. 1d&& ,11.



















MI North Mime 753-444$
Murray Electric System





111 N. 12th 753-9383
Ammo.
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
..EhmAlaeur-ZertiizerNeedsl.
103
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and Larry Hale








Church School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Service 11 00 a.m.










Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11 OD a .m.,11:00 p.m.
MT. NERRON
Worship Service 10:00 a .m 1st Swiday k
11.00 a.m. 3rd Sunday; Sunday School
11:00 a.m. lot Sunday .-10:00 a.m. 2nd,
3rd, &Mb Sunday
_ MT. CAIN'S
Worship Stn-vice 10 00 a .m 2nd Sunday;
11.00 am_ 4th Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Services 10.45 cm.
hTML UNWED
Mariana Worship 930 a m.
Sunday School 1030 a m..
1st k 3rd Sunday Night 6:-00n m.
MOOR'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 am.
Morning Worship 11 • 00 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sunday Night 700 pm.
SOWS PLEASANT GONE
driday School 9 45 a m
Morning Worship 10 45 a m
Evening 7 00 o m
STONIT'S CNA.% SWIM
Sunday Srhool 10 00 a m







West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen S. Sears, Gen. Nlesswpel
%rein Greets, Calleeray, Marshal, Carlisle Coriedies in Ily muid
Newry Co., Use:
753.4351 or 247-4350
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Famons Fish Dinners
on,..livr. 611 at Aurora
-PIL-4,74.2202-
_ Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for. Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nolees Ellis, M. 0.45. Oinlaite, Sept
Phase 7Sf-122Q
el Sorrily
Smaltil Ballets - 11 te 2
.641 South 753-5966
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners,




Ferry ow Hwy. 1111
Aarere, Ky. 474-2214
'satirized Nercrniser Sales Service
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ALL YEAR
_
Tops& Jeans For the Family
Hwy. 611, - 474-111110
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
ivildieg Blocks Ready Mis Concrete,
Fast Main Street 7531540
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
1011BERS Of MU OIL PRODUCTS
amyl _ 'ALCMs es_,S.re v.. _
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